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. $- FURNESS LINE . 
Operating the Fast and 
Up-to-date Steamers 
"Newfoundland" and "Nova Scotia." 
A regular service is maintained between St. John's, 
Halifax, Boston and Liverpool, and vice versa, and 
sailing dates are always arranged well in advance. 
If you contemplate making a trip we shall be pleased 
to furnish you with full information, and arrange' your 
booking on either of these most popular steamers. 
Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 
St. John's, Nfld., Halifax, N. S., Can., New York, N.Y., U.S. A., 
Boaton, Mass., U. S. A. , Chicago, III., U. S. A. 
Geo. Neal, Ltd., 
St. ]ohn 's, Newfoundland, 
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN 
Provisions, Groceries, 
and Fruit. 
_Consignments of Live 
Stock Solicited. 
fire Insurance I 
The Employers' Liability Assurance 
Corporation, Ltd., of London, Eng~-
The North West Fire Insurance 
Company, of Winnipeg, Man. 
Hunt, fmerson, Stirling & Higgins, 
Agents for Newfoundland. 
Col•mbu• H•ll, !II. Job•'•· 
GUARDIAN 
ASSURANCE CO., LTD .. 
Of L~ndon, England. 
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~~ 
The Guardian has the largest paid-~p capital of any 
Company in the world transacting a Fire business. 
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Invested Funds exceed . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25,000,000.00 
T. & M. WINTER, 
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•A'qen;~ {or Newfoundland. 
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American Tail or'' 
Made Clothes 
have the lines that are reminiscent of Bond Street 
and Fifth A venue. The durability that is found 
only in clothing conscientiously made by a firm 
proud of its workmanship. 
Dress Well and Succeed. 
W. P. SHORTALL, 
THE AMERICAN TAILOR. 
P. 0. Box 445. St. John's. Phone 477. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND RAILWAY. 
Best connection between Newfoundland 
and Canada and the United States, $-
$and the Best Freight Line between 
$CANADA AND NEWFOUNDLAND . .JJ, 
Like 
-, 
, r 
BUTTERINE 
It's . Delici·ous. 
the Company having the largest 
number of Policy Holders in 
Newfoundland. 
Every satisfaction given in 
settling losses. 
OfF;ce: 137 Water Street, facing Prescott StrHt. 
P. 0. Box E 5078. Telephone 658. 
GEO. H. HALLEY, Ltd., Agents. 
T. J. POWER, Manager. 
RAWLINS CROSS GROCERY, 
'N. J. MURPHY, 
. -DEALER IN-
Provisions, fine firoceries, fruits, 
fresh Meats, Sausages, ftc. ~ 
140 Military Road, 75 Prescott Street, and 148 Water Street West. 
,. TELEPHONES 320,0 and . 3201. 
_]OB PRINTING.$- .JJ-
Neatly and Expeditiously done at The Quarterly 
Office, 38 Prescott Street. Sixty years continu-
ous experience in all kinds ·of Printing in 
' Newfoundland. Personal attention given to 
every class-of work. 
JOHN . J .. EVANS. 
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& .Co., 
S T . .JOHN 'S , NEWFOUNDLAND. 
Job Brothers Ltd., 
0 ' 
6eneral Merchants and fxporters of Newfoundland Products. 
Codfish. Cod Oil, Cod Liver O il, Seal Oil and Skins, Frozen Fish, 
" H ubay" and "Labdor" Brand Frozen Salmon, Berries, &c. 
Provisions, Groceries, Naval Stores, Fishing Supplies, Salt, &c. 
MORI:Y'S COAL 
Welsh and American Anthracite, North Sydney Screened Coal, Besco Coke. 
AGENTS FOR : 
Royal Insurance Co., Ltd., Liverpool (Fire and Life), National Fire Insurance Co., of Hartford, 
Union Marine and General Insurance Co., Ltd., Liverpool. 
MANAGERS OF : 
Ungava Steamship Company, Limited.-S.S. "Ungava," S.S. "Neptune." 
13eautlJ 06itletl1 ;Jore"er. 
" ffiarfi 6"erlJ Ptot." 
HYLAN 
Those who love and remember 
have a sacred mission to perform-
The selection of a suitable 
memorial is the final tribute that 
loving ca1e can bestow. 
A Monument or Headstone carved 
and lettered by the SkinDer sculp· 
tors and artists, means everlastir.g 
satisfaction. 
We use only a special grade of 
best selected Marble-white or blue. 
Write to-day for a beautiful 
selection of photos and mail order 
·,-=:~====:::!:::;~ form and price Jist. 
Get the quality that made the 
name famous. 
THE MASTER CRAFTSMEN OF MEMORIAL ART . 
. Skinner's Monumental Works, 
369 Duckwor'th Str'eet, 
P. 0. Box 422. Established 1874 . 
The Bennett Brewing Co., 
Limited.--
Brewers and Bottlers of Delicious 
. GOLDEN LAGER. 
CLANCY & CO., LTD. 
( Successors to J. D. Ryan.) 
--Importers of~ 
Groceries and Provisions. 
Distributors of 
CORONA TEA .. 
353 Dutkworth Street, St. John's, Nfld. 
P . 0 . Dox 884 ' Phone 40. 
rrotect Your rroperty. 
Insure with 
Niagara fire Insurance Company 
of New York. 
C~nadian Departme.nt: Montreal, 
W . E . BALDWIN , Manager. DOMINION ALE, 
DOMINION STOUT. J' Incorporated in 18so. 
HAIG ALE, 
HAIG STOUT. 
New.foundland Pr9duces no Better Beers 
P. 0. Box 23. Phone 159. 
Has been over 70 years in business. 
~ ~ U nexeelled reputation for SERVICE, 
SECURITY and PROMPT' PAYMENTS. 
A. T. GOODRIDGE, 
Ayre ' s Cove. Agent for Newfoundland. 
Wlten writin~ to Advertisera kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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MOTTO: 
THE BEST 
-..;;•'Jl~-
Manufacturers and 
Exporters of 
THE VERY FINES T 
HARVEY & Co., Ltd. 
( E stablished I 767 ) 
S T. JOHN 'S , NEWFO U NDLA N D. 
Importers and Wholesale Provision Merchants. 
Owners and Operators of Cold Storage Plants and 
Smoke - Houses. 
Buyers and Exporters of all Newfoundland and Labrador 
Products. 
Shipped in Tin ·Lined Barrels. Owners and Outfitters for Steam Trawlers and Banking Schooners. Quotation on application . 
Shipowners and Shipping Agents. 
AGENTS FOR 
Furness-Red Cross Line, 
Newfoundland -Canada Steamships, 
Pan-American Airways, Inc., 
Imperial Airways, Ltd. 
ALSO 
Correspondents Board of Underw1 iters of New York. 
HEAD OFFICE - - ST. JOHN'S, 
with Branches at 
Belleoram, 
W. A. MUNN, 
Corner Brook, 
Bay Bulls, 
and Rose Blanche. 
Board of Trade Building, St. John's, Newfoundland. Correspondence Invited. Cable Address: HARVEY. 
REQUISITES FOR ALL SPORTS. 
PICNIC SUPPLIES AND ALL CAMP NEEDS. 
Paper Serviettes, Picnic Plates, Wax Paper, Paper D oylies, Vacuum Bottles, Lunch Boxes. 
Breeches, 
Rubber Sole Shoes, 
Athletic Shirts, 
Sports' Shirts. 
Good Variety 
TROPHY CUPS, MEDALS 
and SPORTS' PRIZES. 
Medals made to Special Designs. 
WEDDING GIFTS. 
Our displays of 
Silverware, China and Jewellery 
are vP.ry pleasing. 
----- SOUVENIRS :-Labradorite N ovelt ies, Seal Skin Handbags, 
Purses, and T obacco Pouches, Postcards, 
Bookle ts, Burn t Leather Goods, etc. 
Full Supplies of 
Fishing Tackle, 
Foldiug Cots, 
Camp Stools, 
Haversacks, 
and 
All Sports Goods. 
SOUVENIR PLAYING CARDS-52 Views- 51.50 Pack. 
~T.::o::UN:LAND. 
W.hen writin ~: to Advertisers kindly mention " The N ewfoundland Q uarterly." 
Motor Rugs, 
Toilet Requisites, 
Bathing Suits, 
Suit Cases, 
Special V alues 
in 
Deck Chairs,-
Lawn _Chairs, 
Hammocks. 
Tents made 
to order. 
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The Coronation 
King George VI. 
of Their 
and Queen 
Majesties 
Elizabeth 
At "Westminster, May 12ch, 1937. 
By Walter Scott, 30 Queen' s Road, Norwich. 
[NOTE.-Thr_ough the great kind ness and interest of Mr. 
Malcolm MacDonald, the Secretary of State for the Dominions, 
the E nglish correspondent of The Newfozmdland Quarterly was 
honoured with a seat in Westminster Abbey for 1he Coro nation 
Ceremony. In conseq uence, we are able to present to our 
readers a very stri king an d original picture of this memorable 
and moving spectacle, as it appeared to a 5pectator. Mr. Scott 
is a Newfou ndlander livin~ in Norwich, England. Several of 
his articles have appeared in former issues.-EDITOR.] 
E T is early morning of Wednesday, May I 2th, 1937, as I take my seat in the old Gothic Abbey of Westminster. From the top corner of the north triforium, to 
which I ascended by the long spi ral stairs at 6. I 5 
a.m., I watch the ancient shrine gradually fill with 
colour in the soft morning light; the terraced seats 
in the Abbey are filling with distinguished guests 
in coloured robes and brilliant uniforms sparkling 
with decorations, so that the interior of the historic 
building resembles the banks of an ancient park 
slowly developing their offering of beauty as the 
flowers open to show their colours to the returning 
light of day. These distinguished guests, so many 
of whom are beautifully dressed, representing every 
important country in the world, ultimately convert 
the Abbey . into a living portrait gallery of great 
people. 
The following list enumerates but a few of the 
important rrepresentatives who are present:-
Thei~ Imperial H ighnesses Prince and Princess 
Chichibu of Japan, attended by Viscount Mastudaira 
and Madame Shizhka Yamaza. 
His Royal Highness the Count of F landers, 
attended by Baron Goffinet. 
Her Royal Highness Prince5s Juliana of the 
Netherlands, and His Royal Highness Prince 
Bernhard of the Netherlands. 
Their Royal Highnesses The Crown Prince and 
Crown Princess of Norway. 
Their Royal Highnesses The Crown Prince and 
Crown Princess of Sweden. 
Their Royal Highnesses The Crown Prince and 
Crown Princess of Denmark and Iceland. 
Their Royal Highnesses The Prince Regent and 
Crown Prince of Yugoslavia. 
His Royal Highness The Grand Voevod of Alba 
1 ulia. 
His Royal Highness The Crown Prince of Saudi 
Arabia. 
His Royal Highness The Prince of Preslav. 
His Royal Highness The Crown Prince of 
Greece. 
His Highness Prince Mahammed Abul Moneim, 
representing Egypt. 
H is Excellency Senor Raul Regis De Oliveira, 
G.B.E., representing the Republic of Brazil. 
His Excellency Senor Dr. Don. Tomas A. L e 
Breton, representing the Argentine Republic. 
His Excellency Conte Grandi, representing His 
Majesty the King of Italy . . 
His Excellency Monsieur M. M. Litvinov, repre-
sen ting t}\e . U nion of S oviet Republics. 
The Hon. James Watson Gerard, representing 
the United States of Americ,a. 
His Excellency Monsieur Y. D elbos, representing 
the French .Republic. 
His Excellency General Ismet lnonu, repre-
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senting the Turkish Republic. 
His Excellency Colonel Joseph Beck, repre-
senting the Republic of Poland. 
His Excellency Dr. K ' U ng Hsiang-Hsi, repre-
senting the Republic of China. 
His E xcellency Senor Don .Agustin Edwards, 
G.B.E. representing the Republic of Chile. 
His E xcellency Senor D .:m Julian Besterio, 
representing the Spanish Republic. 
Field Marshal Von Blomberg, representing the 
German R eich. 
His Excellency Dr. Guido Schmidt, representing 
the Federal State of Austria. 
His Excellency Dr. Milan Hodza, C.B., repre-
senting the' Czechoslovak Republic. 
His Excellency Dr. Rudolf Holsti, representing 
the Republic of Finland. 
His Excellency Monsieur Vilhelms Munters, 
representing the Republic of Latvia. 
Senor Don Alfredo Benavides, representing the 
Republic of Peru. 
His Excellency Monsieur Stasys Lozoraitis, 
THEIR MAJESTIES KING GEORGE VI AND QUEEN ELIZ \BETH. 
His Excellency Senor Dr. Armindo Rodrigues 
De Sttau Monteiro, representing the Republic of 
Portugal. 
His Royal Highness S eif As Islam Hussein, 
representing His Majesty the King of the Yemen. 
His Royal Highness Sirdar Shah ali Khan, 
representing the King of Afghanistan. 
-His Royal Highness Prince Chula Charkrabongs, 
representing His Majesty the King of Siam. 
His Royal Highness the Prince of Luxemburg. 
representing Her Royal Highness the Grand 
Duchess of Luxemburg. 
Monsieur Charles R. Paravicini , representing the 
Swiss Confederation. 
representing the Republic of Lithuania. 
Senor Dr. Don Constantino Herdocia, repre-
senting the Republic of Nicaragua. 
General Johan Laidoner, K.C.M.G., representing 
the Republic of Esthonia. 
Dejazmatch Makonnen lndalkatcho, 0. B. E., 
representing His Majesty the Emperor Haile 
Sellassie I. (of Abys:,;;inia ). 
Commanding General Sir Kaiser Shumshere 
Jung Bahadur Rana, G.B.E., representing His 
Majesty the Maharajadhiraja of Nepal. . 
Senor Don Rafael Paino Pichardo, representing 
the Dominican Republic. 
His Excellency General Don Carlos Garcia 
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KING GEORGE VI BRINGS TO CLOSE CORO~ATIO~ SPECTACLE 
Proudly wearing the Crown that for centuries has symboliz:ed the British monarchy, King George VI 
(pointed out by arrow) makes his exit from high vaulted Westminster Abbey to bring to an 
end the ancient coronation spectacle that had required two trying hours. He is 
attended by nobles and dignitaries of the Church as the procession wends 
its way past the rows of n:>tables and pe~rs who cram every vantage point. 
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Velez, K.B.E., representing the Republic of Cuba. 
His Excellency Monsieur Kahnan De Kanya, 
representing His Serene Highness the Regent of 
the Kingdom of Hungary. 
His Excellency Ekrem Bey Libohova, repre-
senting His Majesty the King of the Albanians. 
Senor Dr. Don Luis Alberto De Herrera, G. B.E., 
representing the Oriental Republic of the Uruguay. 
Senor: Dr. Don Caracciolo Parra-Perez, repre-
senting the United States of Venezuela. 
Senor Dr. Don Arnulfo Arias, representing the 
Republic of Panama. 
Sayid Raouf Al Chadirji, representing His 
Majesty the King uf Iraq. 
Senor Don Pri111o Villa Michel, representing the 
United States of Mexico. 
Senor Don Antonio Quevedo, representing the 
Republic of Ecuador. 
His Excellency Monsieur Hassan Esfandiary, 
representing His Imperial Majesty the Shahinshah 
of Iran. 
Senor Don Luis Tamayo, representing the 
Republic of Colombia. 
Monsieur Ernest G. Chauvet, representing the 
Republic of Hayti. 
Senor Dr. Don Jose Matos, representing the 
Republic of Guatemala. 
Senor Dr. Don Rogelio Espinoza, representing 
the Republic of Paraguay. 
Senor Don Carlos Victor Aramayo, representing 
the Republic of Bolivia. 
Senor Don Luis Fernandez, representing the 
Republic of Costa Rica. 
Senor Don Tiburcio Carias, repre~enting the 
Republic of ;Honduras. 
Baron De Lynden, representing the Republic of 
Liberia. 
Comte Henri De Maleville, representing His 
Serene Highness the Prince of Monaco. 
Senor Don, Raul Contreras, representing the 
Republic of ·salvador. 
Mr. Melvill A. Jamieson, representing the 
Republic of San Marino. 
All the foreign representatives, as well as 
many of the noble Princes of India, have one -or 
more of their important state officials in attendance. 
The magnificent and dazzling dresses of graceful 
ladies in the congregation, finding a variety of 
colour with which to blend, increase the charm and 
dignity of this marvello~s scene, enriched by music 
from a choir of soo voices joining to-day to sing the 
Litany and Psalms. The Abbey organ is presided 
over by Dr. Bullock, and there is an orchestra under 
the direction of Sir Adrian Boult. 
The choir is less in evidence than the organ, and 
the band which, playing in subdued tones or swell-
ing into volume until, in majestic mood, their music 
fills the historic edifice almost to bursting point. 
And yet so perfect do the players render their part, 
each instrument in the band can be appreciated 
and followed through the score, and so the strains 
of music subdued and full alternating through the 
time atune the congregation to the spirit of the 
day. Happily the time slips by, while thus we are 
engrossed with beauty's theme, until now the Royal 
Regalia in solemn mien is carried from the Jeru-
salem,.Chamber to Saint Edward's Shrine and th.ence 
to the altar, and then to the vestibule where it is 
handed to the Lord Great Chamberlain who allots 
it to the officers having right to bear them for 
the King. There are 14 Peers carrying the regalia: 
The Lord High Constable is the Marquis of Crewe. 
Saint Edward's Staff is borne by Viscount Halifax. 
Sceptre with Cross is b)rne by Duke of Somerset. 
Golden Spurs are b::>rne by Lord Hastings and 
Lord Churston. 
Third Sword is borne by Viscount Trenchard. 
Second Sword is borne by Lord Milne. 
Curtana is borne by Earl of Cork and Orrery. 
The Sword of State is b:xne by the Marquis of 
Zetland. 
Sceptre with Dove is borne by the Duke of Rich-
mond and Gordon. 
Orb is borne by the Duke of Sutherland. 
Saint Edward's Crown is borne by the Marquis of 
Salisbury, who is also the High Steward_. 
Bearing the Queen's Regalia ·are :-
1 vory Rod with Dove, Earl of Haddington. 
Sceptre with Cross, Duke of Rutland. 
Queen's Crown, Duke of Portland. 
Knights of the Garter who carry the Canopy at 
the King's annointing :-
Marquis of Londonderry, and the Duke of Abercorn, 
Earl of Lytton, and Earl Stanhope. 
Peeresses who carry the Canopy at the Queen's 
annointing :-
Duchess of Norfolk, Duchess of Rutland, Duchess 
of Buccleuch, Duchess oi Roxburgh. 
Supporters of the King are the Bishops ot Dur-
ham and Bath and Wells, and the supporters of the 
Queen are the Bishops of St. Albans and Blackburn. 
The Bi?hop of Norwich car,ri,es the Bible1 and the 
Chalice is carPied ,Py the Bishop of Winchester, 
while the Paten. is carried by the Bishop of London. 
The Regalia now awaits the King and Queen, 
the Litany finishes, and the members of the Royal 
Family enter by the west door. First comes the 
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Yrincess Royal and with her are the two children 
of the King and Queen, Princess Elizabeth and 
Princess Margaret, whose · childish graces impart a 
loveliness all their own to the marvelous spectacle 
of grandeur in which they take their part. The 
Duchess of Gloucester and the Duchess of Kent 
follow, each an embodiment of dignity and grace 
shedding a lustre, felt even in this concourse of 
the great, as they pass up the nave with coronets 
and their trains borne by ladies and pages. Now 
come other Royal relatives. Finally preceded by a 
procession of great splendour, . Queen Mary enters 
with the Queen of Norway, and Queen Mary's 
grandsor., the Hon. Gerald Lascelles and four youth-
ful peers· carrying Her Majesty'.s train. Slowly 
Queen Mary moves up the nave with her familiar 
stateliness which evokes admiring comment. . The 
Choir bows as Her Majesty passes through, and 
Queen Mary bows ,both right and left. Passing up 
the curving stone· steps which lead to the Royal 
box Queen Mary i$ followed by the Princess Royal 
and the two little 1 P.incesses who have waited in 
temporary seats nbar the Dais after entering the 
Abbey until now. ' 
Shortly after Qtf'een Mary and other Members of 
the Royal Family have taken their places in the 
Royal gallery, ther~ filters through from the crowds, 
which line the streets outside, the sound of cheering, 
cheering which awakens thoughts of episodes steeped 
in romance, of which we have gained knowledge by 
reading .history, an~ since it is the recorded cheering 
of the crowds which captivated our impressionable 
minds while we read in youth of great events, so 
now the che.ers which grow more lusty as round 
follows round, bring to us on silvery wings of 
romance, a token that the King draws near, and so 
we thrill with a feeling that great things are about 
to happen; nor long have we · to wait, before the 
trumpet's fanfare echoi'ng through the Abbey, causes 
the congregation to stand to meet the grand moment 
when King George VI and his beautiful Queen 
Elizabeth enter for the exalted Ceremony of their 
Coronation. · 
·.Now the Royal procession is about to enter. 
Before the Cross· of the Abbey, which is being 
borne into the nave, walk the King's Chaplains and 
th,e representatives of the Free Churches and the 
Church of Scotland. Behind the glistening Abbey 
Cross, walks the Dean ·of Westminster and follow-
ing him are the High Commissioners of India, 
South Africa, New Zealand, Australia and Canada, 
carrying the Standards of their respective countries. 
.A . .Pageant indeed of wealth and . glory where 
dogged pioneer work and ancient lineage join, 
ennobling each Standard which flutters as it passes 
expressing a history of magnificence shapen from 
the rough and crude, by men inspired with souls of 
noble stuff. 
I miss my Country's Standard from amongst 
those of the Self Governing Dominions-New-
foundland's. That of the oldest of Britain's Domi-
nions beyond the Seas is not here, but though 
Newfoundland, through adverse circumstances has 
not her banner here, she is well represented at the 
Coronation, both in the Abbey and in the Proces-
siona:l Route. Mr. MacDonald, Secretary of State 
for . the . Dominions, has seen to that. 
The Union Standard, the Standard of ·Wales, the 
Standards of the Quarterings of the Royal Arms, 
which are borne respectively by the Earl of Granard, 
the Earl of Derby a d Mr. Scrymgeour-
Wedderburnm, the Royal Standard, borne by Lord 
Cholmondeley, follow now. 
Near the Choir the Standards are handed to the 
Barons of the Cinque Ports who stand there in 
scarlet coats, the Standard bearers passing to their 
places. 
The Vice-Cham.berlain of the Household, the 
Treasurer of the Household and the Comptroller of 
the Household, following the Royal Standard are 
in turn followed by the Keeper of the Jewel House, 
bearing on a cushion the two Rings and the Sword 
for the offering. 
Following the Keeper of the Jewel House, are 
Rouge Croix Pursuivant and Rouge Dragon 
Pursuivant. 
The four Knights of the Garter who will hold 
the Canopy for the King's anointing, now come to 
view and are followed by the Lord. (:;;hamberlaio of 
the Household and the Lord Ste\\;'ard of the 
Household, and the Lord President of the Council 
tl~e Right Hon. ]. Ramsay MacDonald is following, 
and the Prime Minister of the United Kingdom, 
the Right Hon. Stanley Baldwin, passes into the 
nave followed by the four Dominion Prime 
Ministers. 
The gleaTl'_ling Cross of York is now on its way 
up the nave, ~orne by the Rev. Warner, M.A., with 
the Archbishop of York following and the Lord 
High Chancellor in striking robes ; next comes the 
Cross of Canterbury, borne by the Rev. A. C. Don, 
D.D., and the Archbishop of Canterbury follows 
him. 
The Queen's Regalia is now entering ; the Ivory 
Rod beirne by the Earl of Haddington, the Sceptre 
of the Cross, bor~e by the Duke of Rutland, move 
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up the aisle with the Lord Chamberlain of Her 
Majesty's Household, and behind these is the 
Queen's Crown borne by the Duke of Portland 
flanked on either side by a Sergeant at Arms. ·But 
now a still more radiant picture presents itself to 
our vision-the Queen in her Royal robes, moving 
with a quiet dignity, thrills everyone by her great 
beauty. Her Majesty is supported by the Bishops 
of Blackburn and Saint Alban's and is followed by 
a retinue of Ladies and Gentlemen who bear office 
for her Majesty. While we are still under the spell 
of Her Majesty's gracious presence the King's 
Regalia is borne into the Abbey in the following 
order:-Saint Edward's Staff, the Sceptre with the 
Cross, the two Golden Spurs, the Third Sword 
Bishop of Bath and Wells and the Bishop of 
Durham. The King's train is borne by Earl Haig, 
Earl Kitchener, Viscount Lascelles, Earl Jellicoe 
and six other gentlemen. On the left the King has 
ten Gentlemen at Arms with Brig.-General Sir 
Archibald Home, and on the right ten Gentlemen 
at Arms with Lieutenant-Colonel Sir St. John Gore. 
Following these come the office bearers of the 
King, and twelve Yeomen of the Guard. 
The Queen has arrived at her Chair of State at 
the north side of the Chancel and stands with her 
supporters and attendants, awaiting the arrival of 
the King . . The Archbishop is at the Altar. Queen 
Mary, the Princess Royal and other members of the 
Royal Family stand in the Royal Box, when the 
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Curtana, the Second Sword and following are Norry 
King of Arms, Ulster King of Anns, Lyon King 
of Arms, Clarenceux King of Arms, who precede 
the Lord Mayor of London, Garter King of Arms, 
and the Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod. 
Following are the Lord Great Chamberlain, the 
Lord High Steward of Ireland and the High Con-
stable of Scotland the Earl Marshal: 
The Sword of State borne by the Marquis of 
Zetland and the High Constable of England. 
The Sceptre with the Dove, Saint Edward's Crown 
and The Orb are the next in procession and the 
Paten, the Bible and the Chalice follow. 
Now the King, slowly walking, comes to view in 
his Royal Crimson Robe of State, wearing the 
Collar of the Garter; on His Majesty's head is the 
Cap of State. The King is supported by the 
Bishops bearing the Bible, the Chalice and' the 
Paten pass to their places on the north side of the 
Altar. The King with his supporters and attend-
ants preceded by the Lords bearing His Majesty's 
Regalia pass on the side of his Throne to his Chair 
of State on the north side of the Area. Now their 
Majesties, after a short prayer, kneeling at their • 
faldstools, are taking their seats and the setting for 
the auspicious occasion is co~plete. 
Words cannot describe -the ·appeal which such a 
scene makes to the senses::1 Tlle .historic impo.rtance, 
the grandeur of the momeon't, the scenic beauty, the 
intense interest every Briton has in the Crowning~'of 
our .King and Queen: awaken emotions indescribable, 
which .may be imagined but canriot be poHrayed. 
It is in such an atmosphere of high tension that the 
King rises from his Chair and the Archbisho_p of 
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Canterbury, after moving from his station at the 
S.-East pillar, turns towards the East and calls out, 
.. Sirs, I here present unto you King George, your 
undoubted King, wherefore all you who are come 
this day to do your homage and service, are you 
willing to do the same?" and the congregation in a 
thunderous response which seems to make the very 
rafters of the great Church quiver shout" God Save 
King George." 
The question is repeated towards the other three 
sides of the Abbey in succession, and the King 
facing each time that portion of the congregation 
which is addressed by the Archbishop, hears 
re-echoed through the Church in mighty response 
"God Save King George." The trumpets sound 
goes to the Altar. Here His Majesty removes his 
Cap of State, kneels at the Altar steps, and the Arch-
bishop asks of His Majesty a solemn promise to 
govern according to the Oath ? and the King's deep 
voice again is heard replying, "All this I promise 
to do," and swears now to perform and keep his 
promise and signs the transcript of the Oath. The 
King signs the Declaration as prescribed by Act of 
Parliament after returning to His Chair. 
The Communion Service begins, and the King, 
who has risen, is being disrobed by T~e Lord 
Great Chamberlain. His Majesty's Crimson Robe 
having been removed, the King himself removes his 
Cap of State. The Sword of State being borne 
before His Majesty by The Lord · Great Chamber-
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now and the King resumes his seat. 
The Bishops bearing the Bible, the Chalice and 
the Paten place them on the Altar and proceed to 
their seats, and the Archbishop of Canterbury pro-
ceeds to the Altar where he receives Their 
Majesties' Regalia, (except the swords) and hands 
them to the Dean of Westminster, who lays them 
on th'e Altar. The Lords who bear the three 
swords stand by the King's Chair of State. 
Here now is the stirring incident of the admini-
stration of the Oath to the King. The Archbishop 
of Canterbury, who has proceeded from the Altar, 
is standing before the King and in a clear ringing 
voice is.asking, " Sir, is your Majesty willing to take 
the Oath ?" There is a short pause, and the answer 
of the King in a full soft voice floats to every corner 
of the Abbey, " I am willing," and rising from his 
Chair, with the Sword of State preceding him, he 
lain, the King moves to, and seats himself in King 
Edward 's Chair for the s~letnn Rite of Anointing. 
Here is a subject full of real and hallowed history, 
for this Coronation Chair', .. with . 'the old stone of 
destiny, adds much interest to th~/Coronation, even 
if a good deal of the tradition which has been woveq 
into literature concerning the Stone is considered 
of less worth than the romantic poet who wrote th~ 
following lines seemed to consi~er it:-
"Except the fat~s be faithless grown, 
And prophets ' voice be vain~ ' 
Where e'er is found this sacredl stone, 
The wanderers' Race shall reign. " 
Here the four Knights of the Garter, as appointed, 
bear the Canopy of pure Gold Cloth and hold it over 
the head of the King, while the Dean o£ Westmin-
ster brings from the Altar the Ampulla from which 
he pours some Holy Oil into the apointing spoon, 
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wherewith the Archbishop of Canterbury Anoints 
the King, after which the Dean of Westminster 
places the Ampulla and the Spoon on the Altar. 
The King still k;neeling hears the Blessing pro-
nounced by the Archbishop, and then resumes his 
seat in King Ed\~ard's Chair, the Canopy of gold 
having been borne away by the four Knights of the 
Garter appointed to carry it. 
Having been cc;msecrated, the King rises from 
King Edward's Chair and is robed with the Colobium 
Sindonis and the Supertunica. This robing of His 
Majesty is a magnificent spectacle. First the Dean 
of Westminster ro6es the King (who stands before 
King Edward's Ch;air in scarlet underwear) with 
what appears to be a pure white priestly garment, 
and then arrays His Majesty in a Close Pall of Cluth 
of Gold not unlike a bishop's tunic, and having been 
girt with -a Golden Girdle the King resumes his seat, 
and the Dean of"Westminster bringing the Golden 
Spurs from the Altar delivers them to the Lord 
Great Chamberlain, who kneeling down places them 
against His Majesty's heels, and hands them back 
to: the Dean who. places them again on the Altar. 
The Marquis of Zetland who has the Sword ~f State 
which is far too massive t~ gird ' o~ ~~y thigh: 
hands it to the Lord Chamberlain.'of the Household 
and receives from him another and lighter Sword in 
a Scabbard which has been handed to the Lord 
Chamberlain by the Keeper of the Jewel House. 
The Sword in the Scabbard is laid on the Altar by 
the Archbishop who receives it from the Marquis 
of Zetland. · 
The Archbishop .takes the Sword from off the 
Altar, and being assisted by the Archbishop of 
York, !he B_ishop of London an_d other Bishops, 
brings it to the King and delivers it into His 
Majesty's right hand. 
The King standing up now is girt with the Sword 
by the Lord 0-reat Chamberlain, and as this function 
is completed His Majesty resumes his seat while the 
Archbishop says, "With this Sword do justice," &c. 
Now we see an impressive and beautiful incident 
of the ceremony. I he King rising from the Chair 
and ungirding the Sword moves to the Altar, before 
which he stands a solemn shining fignre, an emblem 
of virtue, expressing kingship unmistakeably and 
loftily while he hands back the Sword, after which 
he returns to and 1.its down 111 King Edward's 
Chair. ' 
·r:r~l.f . t.l; • 
"THE LONG BRIDGE." · I 1 •• : rJ·)(, ) :.;. 
The th(,)roughfare, from Watt:r Street to the Southside; "cros~iry_g_ what is 
known as " Job's" or " The Long B1idge," bas been named ~t. Mary's 
Street as a tribute to the people of St. Mary's Parish and in comri,emora-
tion of the Coronation. • .. ' 
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The Sword which the King has handed back is 
redeemed now for 100 shillings by Lord Zetland, 
who on receiving it again from the Dean of West-
minster, withdraws the blade from the scabbard, 
handing the scabbard to the Groom of the "R-obes. 
The Armill and the cope-like Royal Robe of 
Cloth of Gold are placed on the King who is now 
standing. The Dean of Westminster performs this 
Rite and the Lord Great Chamberlain fastens the 
clasp. The King resumes his seat, while the Arch-
bishop having received the Orb from the Dean of 
Westminster delivers it into the King's right hand. 
His Majesty returns the Orb and the Dean brings 
it back to the Altar. 
The keeper of the Jewel House has brought the 
King's Ring to the Archbishop who puts it on the 
fourth finger of the King's right hand and the Dean 
of Westminster bringing the Sceptre with the Cross 
and the Sceptre with the Dove delivers them to the 
Archbishop. 
It is now that the Glove, presented by the Lord 
of the Manor of W orksop, is put on the King's 
right hand by the Earl of Lincoln who kneels at 
the King's feet as Deputy for his father the Duke 
of Newcastle. The An:hbi;;hop afterwards places 
in the King's right hand the Sceptre with the Cross 
and in His Majesty's left hand the Sceptre with the 
Dove. 
The Archbishop returning to and standing before 
the Altar lifts and lays down Saint Edward's Crown 
as he repeats a prayer, and with the Archbishop of 
York and Bishops moves from the Altar, and the 
Archbishop receiving the Crown from the Dean of 
Westminster and standing before the King who is 
seated in King Edward's Chair lifts the Crown 
above the King's head where he reverently holds it 
for some seconds and then slowly lowers its glisten-
ing sacred mass until it rests on His Majesty's head. 
The shouts now of" God Save The King" from 
thousands of voices in the Abbey reverberate 
through the sacred edifice, but still audible ..above 
this mighty shout are the sweetly sounding notes of 
the trumpets. The Princes and Peers now put on 
their coronets, the King is Crowned. 
The Archbishop pronounces the prayer, " God 
Crown you with a Crown of Glory," and the 
choir sings, " Be strong and play the man." 
The Archbishop who has received the Bible 
from the Dean of Westminster attended by the 
Archbishop of York now presents it to the King, 
and His Majesty hands back the Bible to the Arch-
bishop who places it on the Altar. 
The blessing is pronounced and the King rising 
from the Coronation Chair ascends the Theatre 
where he is Enthroned by the Archbishops and 
Bishops. 
The Sceptres are now delivered by His Majesty 
to the Lords who are appointed to bear them, and 
the Archbishop kneeling before the King pro-
nounces the words of Fealty for himself and the 
other Lords Spiritual who kneel and say the words 
after him. The Archbishop kisses the King's left 
cheek, after which the Duke of Gloucester and the 
Duke of Kent respectively pay their homage to the 
King and are followed by representatives of the 
other Peers of the realm who pay homage. 
The Act of Homage being over now the drums 
beat and the trumpets sound and the congregation 
cry "God Save King George, Long Live King 
George, May the King live for ever." 
The Archbishop has returned to the Altar. 
The King's Coronation Ceremony was full of 
majestic and soul-stirring splendour, but now a 
scene of transcendent beauty begins. The Queen 
rises to move towards the Altar to be Anointed and 
Crowned. 
A lady of great personal charm, the Queen as 
she moves attended by the Mistress of the Robes 
and other graceful ladies who bear Her Majesty's 
train, create a spell-binding effect, an enchantment 
which embellishes the mellow glory of the Chancel 
of the ancient Abbey. Here is a fitting climax to' 
the grandeur of a Coronation Ceremony. 
Having reached the Altar, the Queen kneels 
at the steps while the Archbishop prays, and 
rising at the conclusion of the prayer Her MajestY! 
·' goes to the faldstool, which has been placed between 
the Altar and King Edward's .Chair, and here Her 
Majesty kneels, while the four Peeresses appointed 
for the service, who are the the Duchess of Norfolk, 
the Duchess of Rutland, the Duchess of Buccleuch 
and the Duchess of Roxburghe, hold ·a canopy of 
pure Gold Cloth over Her Majesty while the 
Arch bishop anoints her. 
The Anointing Rite concluded, the Canopy is 
borne away. There is the beautiful figure of the 
Queen, arrayed in her Coronation Robes, kneeling 
to receive her Ring from the hands of the Arch-
bishop, before her standing at the great Altar with 
its priceless plate and Royal Regalia, while imme-
diately behind Her Majesty is the beautiful old and 
mystic Coronation Chair with its Stone of Destiny. 
The beauty of the scene is enhanced by the costumes 
of the members of the Royal Family who occupy 
the Royal Gallery and Box on the south side, and 
the Lords Spirituals in their time-honoured and strik-
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ingiy im pressive vestments seated at the north side 
of the Chancel make a picture of magnificence 
immediately in view of His Majesty's Throne, never 
surpassed in hi story. 
The Archbi shop puts th e Ring on the fourth 
fi nger of H er Majesty's ri ght hand. 
TH E Q UEEN MOTHER : HER MAJESTY QU EEN 
MARY, IN CORONATION ROBE, 
JUNE 22 N D, 1 9 1 1. 
·The Archbishop now takes the Crown from off 
the Altar and reverently sets it on the Queen's head, 
saying, " Receive the Crown of Glory." The 
Princesses and the Peeresses now put on their 
coronets. 
The Archbishop places the Sceptre with the 
Cross in the Queen's right hand, the Ivory Rod 
with the Dove in her left hand, saying the prayer, 
" 0 Lord the Giver of all Perfection." 
The Queen rising now, attended by her ladies as 
before ascends the Theatre, bowing to the King as 
she passes his Throne, is conducted to her own 
Throne, just on the left of that of the King. 
Their Majesties having delivered their Sceptres 
to the Lords appointed to bear them, the King's 
Sword bting borne before them, the King and 
Queen go to the steps of the Altar, and removing 
their Crowns, deliver them to the Lord Great 
Chamberlain and the Chamberlain of the Household. 
They kneel down while the Bishops deliver the 
Paten and Chalice to the King, which the King 
delivers to the Archbishop, who places them on the 
Altar. 
1 he King still kneeling makes an offering of 
Cloth for the Altar, and Ingot of Gold, a pound 
weight; the Archbishop receiving these, places them 
on the Altar. 
The Queen now makes her oblation of an 
Altar Cloth and a mark weight of Gold. 
The King and Queen now partake of Holy 
Communion. 
Their Ma jesties receiving their Crowns from the 
Lord Great Chamberlain and the Chamberlain of 
the Huusehold, repair to their Thrones. 
From their Thrones their Majesties rising pass 
into St. Ed ward's Chapel, 'vvhere th.e King is dis-
robed of the Robes of State, and being rerobed in 
his Robe of Purple Velvet by the Lord Great 
Chamberlain, and the Procession having been 
formed in the same· order as on entering the Abbey, 
except that the Bishops who had carried the Bible, 
the Chalice and the Paton, remain in the Sacarium, 
and the Dean and. Prebendaries of Westmin ster also 
remain in the Sacarium. The Representatives of 
the Church of Scotland and the Free Churches, and 
the Domestic Chaplains and Chaplains remain in 
their seats, while their Majesties wearing their 
Crowns, the King bearing in his right hand the 
Sceptre with the Cross and in his left hand the Orb, 
and the Queen bearing in her right hand the 
Sceptre with the Cross and in her left hand the 
Ivory Rod with the Dove are conducted through 
the Choir to the west door of the Abbey, to return 
in State to the Royal Palace. 
Thus I saw Crowned Britain's King and Queen 
whom God preserve. 
" Unbroken be the golden chain, 
Keep on this Line for ever." 
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AFTERMATH AND . PROSPECT. 
By Robert Gear MacDonald. 
His Majesty King George VI .  
'Mm Northern Seas proclaimed, anointed, crowned, 
With solemn gorgeous rites, our King and Queen, 
Hold sway o 'er lands in South and East, and West 
Within the borders of the Commonwealth 
Scattered across the seas, in many climP.s, 
In all the continents, in isles innumerous ; 
And on that Day by Science' magic voice 
Thrilling across the ether could be he:.rd 
By all their people, clt!ar the very voice 
Of Him who took that day upon himself 
The'ie weighty obligations, so to reign 
As in the sight of God and man to be 
Accounted worthy of this deep and vast 
Tremendous undertaking ; and the prayers 
Of countless millions wafted to the Throne 
Of God above, beseeched such strength for him 
That he mi~ht keep his vows unfalteringly. 
Nor less the :;racious Lady at his side, 
A sharer in his life, his work, his task, 
Aspired to bear due part in all his toil, 
His care for those beneath his sceptre placed. 
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth. 
Our King and Queen, and many millions more 
Far placed-among the vast Antipodes ; 
Where Canada fills half a continent; 
Or amid India' s millions-beard that day 
Joyous acclaim from those assembled hosts 
Who cheered the !on: procession till the air 
A thousand leagues away seemed to vibrate 
With the Ion:; echoing shout of English tbr-o.ats 
That hurtled r-ound the world. 
So we rejoice 
And while rejoidn~ gird our spirits' loins, 
(O ur Empire., one and indivisible) 
To march with the bright Red Cross Flag above us 
With Liberty our guide, and God our strength 
I nto the land of Peace for all mankind, 
F ounded on j ustice and on equal rights 
For every land, while Freedom's sun on high 
At bluing nooon withers Dictatorships 
And melts oppression's chains ; till man stands up 
Broad-fronted, open eyed, with lifted brow 
I n God's :reat golden sunshine, proud aod free. 
THE EXPLOITS VALLEY ROYAL STORES, LIMITED, GRAND FALLS. 
Pictured above is the new Departmental Store, erected at Grand Falls for 
The Exploits Valley Royal Stores, Limited, who fittingly observed their z 5th 
Anniversary of Merchandising in the town by its erection and occupation. 
Architecturally and otherwise it is :enerally conceded to be the finest 
skopping centre in the country, and the largest outside of St. John's. 
No expense has been spared and no detail overlooked in making the new 
store the ltader in its field. 
The building has a frontage of 130 feet, havin~ a basement runnin: the full 
length and half the width. The rear and both ends are of molded concrete 
IDiocks, while tlte front is of poured concrete, forming a series of panels sep-
parated by gradually tapering concrete shafts, bevelled at the top to match the 
curbing of the roof. The paneb being hammered to give a bewn stone effect, 
contrast beautifully with the pure white ihafts. There are two main entrances 
consisting of two sets of double doors, separated bv aliminite bars. 
A view of the interior reveals everything up-to-the-minute, beautiful fixtures 
in all departments, the ~roct>ry being a dream of spotless plate glass, shinin:· 
marble and polished oak, and in the meat and fish market is installed the most 
modern '1 Frick'' refrigerating plant in Newfoundland. 
It's a bui!Jin: of which any modern town may be proud, and no doubt will 
be appreciated by the shopping public of Grand Falli and vicinity by their 
generous patronage. 
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The • Newfoundland. Coronat1.on 
The Ancient Colony Rejoices. 
By W. J. Browne. 
E N common with all the other parts of the British Empire Newfoundland joyously celebrated the Coronation of King Geor:e VI. and his Queen Elizabath Oil' Wednesday, May 12th, 1937. Not only in St. Joha's, but all over the country, even 
in remote villa:es on the sea-coast, there were church services 
invoking the Divine Blessing on the hew reign, parades, con-
certs, addresses of loyalty and banquets. The weather was 
led by the Mounted Police followed by the Guards Band, New-
foundland Rangers, veterans of the Royal Naval Reserve and 
of the Newfoundland Regiment, Church Lads' Brigade with 
Naval Company and Old Comrades, Old Comrades of the 
Catholic Cadet Corps and the Mount Cashel Band ; Boy Scouts, 
Girl Guides, Salvation Army Hands, Students and Staff of tbe 
Memorial College, Officers of the Benevolent Irish Society, 
Newfoundland British Society, Total Abstinence Society and 
-. 
HIS E XCELLENCY TH E GOVERN O R INSPE CTlN G GU ARDS OF 
H ONOU R FROM H .M.S . SCA R BO ROUG H AN D U.S.S. PORTER 
I N FRO T OF COLON IA L BUILDING. 
P ho to by E rn Maunde r. 
royal on that memorable day with sunshine and blue sky and 
fine westerly breezes helping to make everyone feel happy, 
jubilant and gay. For weeks before the event, Committees had 
been preparing plans and making arrangements ·to enable all 
the people to take some part in the Celebrations, and in many 
places all who were a!:>le to do so, took an active part. The 
whole country was en fete and all went merry as a marriage 
bell. Coronation Day was the happiest day for most people in 
many years. 
In the c~pital there was a magnificent parade, a mile long, 
Juv.!nile Branch, Lodges of the Sons of United Fishermen, 
Sons of England and Loyal Orange Association . . Opposite -the 
Colonial Building Naval detachments from H.M.S. Scarborough 
and the U.S.S. Portor, with the C.L.B. Band joined the head o~ 
Parade. The Parade began at Fort Townshend and marchec{ 
down Military Road. At the gate of Government HCJuse on a 
special stand, His Excellency the Govt:rnor, attended by a larg~ 
suite including the Members of the Commission of Governmen~ 
and the officers of th<! visiting warihips, took the Salute. Thou-
sands of persons, includin~: many who had come from out of 
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HI S EXCELLEN C Y THE G O VER •OR TAKING TH E SALUTE AS T H E CORONATION 
PA R ADE PAS S ES REVIEWING ST AN D AT GOV E R MENT H OUSE W ESTERN GATE. 
M au nd t:r 's P h o to Finishing. 
town, followed the Parade until it finally dispersed at Fort 
Townshend. 
Various ~ddresses of loyalty were presented at Government 
House to be forwarded to Hi~> Majesty the King. There were 
addresses from the various Societies, Memorial College, Great 
War Veterans, the Law Society, Bo.ud of Trade, The New-
foundland Conference of the U ni ted Church, and from the 
citizeRs of St. John 's. 
The whole city was aflame with flags, and many of the busi-
ness stores on Water Street were most artistically decorattd. 
Never before, it is safe to say, have ci tizens taken more penonal 
interest," pride and pleasure in a public demonstration of loyalty. 
The humblest home flaunted its flags, the poorest child sported 
his modest medal or rosette or ribbon. Even the houses were 
dressed up, and, as for the motor cars, they were like flying 
clouds of red, white and blue. 
At night the public buildings, the war-ships in the harbour 
and City Hall, the Society buildings, tpe mercantile establish-
ments, the Roman Catholic Cathedral, and hundreds of private 
homes were illuminated with thousands of lights. From the 
upper Battery the City looked more romantic and beautiful than 
ever. In the afternoon there was an At Home at Government 
House, and in the evening a Reception was held there: both 
events were attended by large numbers of citizens. There was 
a fireworks displny at Quidi Vidi Lake attended by great 
crowds. There was a continuous line of motor cars all around 
the lake and the enclosure on the North side was filled with 
hundreds of others. 
In the afternoon His E xcellency the Governor turned the first 
s0d for the erection of a new North wing to the Sanitorium. 
For the remainder of the week the display of rejoicing evoked 
by the Coronation continued. A special Committee arranged a 
concert, bus drives and a dance for the crews of the visiting 
war-ships, and there were two football games and basket-ball 
games between city teams and representative teams from the 
Sea rborough and Porter. 
On May 13th, His Excellency broadcat an address to the 
School children in which he announced that they would each be 
given a Souvenir Coronation Medal, and that a gift of play-
ground equipment had been made to the City orphanages and 
to Victoria and Bannerman Parks. 
Despite all the depression and personal anxiety felt in many 
households Newfoundland showed a spo.ntaueous, unanimous 
and enthusiastic outburst of rejoicinz:- and loyalty on this 
occasion. Our people have always been proved of the fact that 
our country is the foundation stone of Britain's overseas empire 
and of the put that Newfoundlanders have played in preserving 
it against its enemies. Pride in our heritage and love for the 
land of our ancestors produced on the great occasion of the 
Coronation of Our Sovereign the most devoted and sincere 
expression of good will and good wishes for His Majesty and 
His Queen. 
.. l .• 
God Save tbe King! 
Send him victorious 
Happy and glorious, 
Long to reign over us, 
G od Save the King . 
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Successful Students at Memorial University College . 
• 
MON G the pri ze winners for some years past, the 
name of Douglas Darcy has been found at the 
top of the li ~ t at the annual distributions of St. 
Bonaventure 's College. In the final year, he suc-
ceeded in snatching from a group of brilliant 
rivals in other instit ut ions, the coveted Junior Jubilee Scholar-
ship and this feat he accompli s hed though he was but one year 
in the Matricul a,tion class. 
Studies did not claim his whole at tention. In the very year 
in which he won the Sc holarship, he secured the Victor Ludorum 
in the Intermediate division. What tfiort, time, and skill this 
athletic triumph demanded only those who have competed with 
him can fully adjudge. He has been prominently associated 
with intra mural games in all forms of ~port. 
MR . DOUGLAS D ARCY, 
SENIOR JUBIL EE SC H OLAR. 
Especially proud of hi s brilliant attainments in both athletics 
and studies were his fellow-members of tbP. College Orchestra , 
pianist for which he has been since the inception of this cultural 
activity a few years ago. 
Severing with regret the ties that bound him to his Alma 
Mater, in 1935 he entered the Memorial U niversity College. 
In the June examinat ions of the present year, he secured first 
places in Latin , Greek, Chemistry, and Mathematics and second 
place in English , thus earning for himself tbe Senior Jubilee 
Scholarship, the highest a ward in the power of the Memorial 
University authorities to bestow. 
It is with pleasure THE N FLD. Q uA RTER LY extends con-
gratulations to this outstanding young student and to his 
parents Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Darcy, Bond Street. The 
Scholastic recmds of Dcuglas, ar.d indeed of his two brothers, 
Joseph and Jamts, must be for them, as for their teachers, a 
source of deep gratification and of justifiable pride. 
• 
HE first of the two Memorial U niversity College 
Scholarships for this year was awarded to Miss 
Margaret M cGrath, former student of the Aca-
demy of Our Lady of Mercy. A daughter of the 
late R. T. McGrath, she comes of a family with 
an outstanding record for its achievements in the intellectual 
field. Margaret 's sister Helena (now Mrs. G. A. Frecker) 
entered the Memorial University Coll~ge with the Jubilee 
Scholarship, and became its first ~:raduate. Rev. Richard 
McGrath, now attached to St. Patrick's Church of this City, 
entered the Memorial University College with the Junior Jubilee 
Scholarship. Her other brother, Rt. Rev. W. C. McGrath, at 
present Prefect Apostolic of the Canadian Catholic Missions in 
China, is one of Newfoundland 's great sons. 
MISS MARGARET McG R AT H . 
In Mi•s Elizabeth E vans we find another distinguiihed 
alumna of the Academy of Our Lady of Mercy. Besides 
achieving sple ndid res ults in her examination s, Miss E vans was 
prominent in the ex tra-curricular activitie s of the College, not 
only in her capacity of Laboratory Assistant, but as an active 
member of the Students ' Council. 
Mr. Eric Reeves, the recipient of the second Memorial Uni-
versity Scholar5h ip, comes from Flat Island , Placentia Bay, 
where he received his early education. Mr. Reeves was a 
member of the Engineering Class, and the high order of his 
work promises well for his future. The Engineerin~ graduates 
of the Memorial U niversity Colle~e have a fine record , both at 
the Nova Scotia Technical College and at McGill Uni versity. 
It is only two years ago tbat James Howley, present Rhodes 
Scholar, won the prize for general excellence at the Nova Scotia 
Technical College. We feel confident that Mr. Reeves will also 
brio~ credit to himself, his College, and his Country. 
To all these youn~ people THE N FLD. QUARTE RLY extends 
its warmest congratulations. 
STUDENTS' REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL AT MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY COLLEGE, 1936- 37. 
Top : G LeGrow, Miss A. Easterbrook , Miss E. Evans, E. Cheeseman. 
Bottom : E. Shea, Miss M. Godfrey (Sec) , G. Clarke iPres.)1 M. Bishop (Treas.), Miss M. Barron. 
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Harbour Grace History. 
C kapter Fourteen. 
By W. A. Munn. 
HE matter of greatest importance for Newfound-
land at the beginning of the last Century was the 
determination of all to obtain Responsible Gov-
ernment, and the tfforts put forward during many 
• years by our leaders to gain that object. Every 
District took part, and while Dr. Carson of St. John's was the 
pivot on many occasions, it may well be said, that Harbour 
Grace and Carbonear, with their important friends in the Old 
Country, accomplished wonders. 
It was a vessel that arrived at Carbonear from Poole that 
brought the first news, that the British Government bad granted 
1826-Population of Newfoundland now ss,ooo inh.tbitants. 
1828-Newfoundland School Society-Evening Schools for 
adults and youths. The second Newspaper-" Weekly Jour-
nal"-Thomas W. Ball, Publisher. 
1831-Third Newspaper-" Conception Bay M ercury "-W. 
S. Comer, Publisher. 
1832-Dorcas Society instituted; Rev. J. Burt, Preliident 
and Treasurer. 
1833-First Election for House of Assembly took place. 
1834-First start of the Public Debt. A modest loan of 
£r,ooo was raised locally. Population of Newfoundland now 
7 o ,ooo people. 
L ADY LAKE, HARBO U R GRA CE-WHERE THEIR ANN U AL R EGATTA I S H ELD. 
P ho to by R . T . Parsons. 
the request to the many petitions sent .them from our inhabitants 
for local legislation. The news was quickly sent to St. John's, 
but the majority all thought it was too good to be true. We did 
not obtain all that we had asked for , but it was a great step 
forward. For many years there were terrible riots at election 
times, and many a man's life was in danger. Intimidation at the 
Polling Booths was used to such an extent in Harbour Grace 
that the election had to be suspended, but law and order eventu-
ally prevailed. 
1813-Rev. F. Carrington and W. Lilly were appointed 
Magistrates for Harbour Grace. 
1818-Was the coldest winter ever experienced in New-
foundland. 
182o-The first Newspaper-" Rising Sun"- by John J. 
Ryan, Jr., was published in Harbour Grace. 
1823-The Friendly Marine Insurance Society, under the 
Management of James Crawley, was started. 
1825-The Merchants Society instituted; Thomas Ridley, 
President. 
1835-The whole country was shocked by an affair that took 
place on Saddle Hill. Henry Winton, the Editor of the St. 
John's "Public Ledger," was visiting Harbour Grace, and while 
proceeding on horseback from Carbonear was seized by four 
masked men who cut off his ears. A large reward was offered 
for information, but the delinquents were never revealed. 
1837-Petitions sent to the House of Assembly requesting 
that roads be built from Harbour Grace to Riverhead, and to 
Island Cove, also down the North Shore of Conception Bay. 
Nothing their b ut dangerous foot paths. Light House built on 
Harbour Grace Island. 
I 838-Legislation granted '$ I 7 s ,ooo.oo for building roads. 
184o-During elections Thomas Ridley, while trying to keep 
order, was hit on the head and nearly killed. Joseph Soper, 
Manager of one of the oldest Mercantile firms, retires from 
Harbour Grace to reside in Plymouth, England. He carried on 
quite a Branch establishment at Grady, Labrador. Captain 
Neddie Pike, one of Punton & Munn's earliest dealers, and 
greatest seal killers, arrived at Harbour Grace, 17th March, 
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with a full load of seals. He made three trips to the Ice this 
spring bringing in 15,ooo seals, a record to that date. The 
following comes from a Local Poet in after years :-
" Then I • a w that gran d old man, 
Whose locks we re s il very whi te , 
Who hunting sea ls was ne'er deceiv ed, 
The b ra ve old Neddie Pike.' ' 
184o-Public Library and Reading Room established. 
1842- Thomas Ridley and John Munn were both elected to 
represent Harbour Grace in House of Assembly. 
1844-Grammar School opened ; John Irving Roddick. 
Principal. Disasterous fire , 24 houses burnt, including Thorne 
Hop'f>er's premises valued at over $ 125 ,ooo oo. 
18 45-Captain William Punton dies suddenly at Aberdeen 
while superintending the building of a foreign going vessel fGr 
the firm of Punton & Munn. John Munn, passenger on Mail 
steamer from Liverpool to Halifax, lands in a boat at Cape 
Race. 
1849-The brig " Gli-le," Captain Pike, with 49 passengers, 
leaves for New York wi1h some of the stauncht:>t and mc- st 
industrious citi zens with the intention of settling in Wisconsin, 
come with him to Newfoundland, and in spite of all the pro-
tests and ttars o.f her friends, she ran away with him and got 
married. The Harrisons were a wealthy and aristocratic family, 
and must have eventually forgiven her, as we find her relatives 
vtsltmg Newfoundland, and the firm in a few yean; was called 
Ridley, Harrison & Co. 
John Munn went to Brigus in 1838 and married the eldest 
daughter of William Munden, who was the Prince of the Seal 
Killers, and as tradition goes was the leader and pioneer at the 
seal fishery among a galaxy of able men. He bad a great 
opinion of John Munn , who must have followed his advice, as 
he became very fortunate at this business. 
\Villiam Donnelly came out a Tradesman to Bay Roberts. He 
fell in love with a daughter of John Fergus, a Scotchman who 
carried on business there. The family were greatly opposed to 
the matcb, but he gnt her out throu?;h the window, and they 
eloped in a boat to Portl!gal Cove. where they were married. 
Tnere are many of these love stories to be related, and I will 
t·ll some n1ore later C'r, about the son of Thnmas Ridley, who 
m:uried the ndce of Governor D.1rling, and John Muon's 
l' O RT UG AL COVE, C O NCE PTI ON HA V. 
Unittd States. The brig " Hebe," Stapleton Master, with 70 
respectable bouse keepers, left Carbonear for the United States. 
Methodist Church burnt. 
Romances. 
A few personal words about the leading men, who took a 
prominent part in Harbour Grace affairs, will be appropriate. 
As we have pointed out in former chapters, the leading men 
carrying on business had their homes in England, and came to 
N ewfour.dland in the early spring, and left again for England 
each autumn. 
The Merchants now taking theit place had come to the 
country as young men , with the intention of making their home 
in this Country with Head-Querters in Newfoundland. 
We find them selecting their Brides from the fair daughters 
of Newfounliland, and as soon as they could afford it putting up 
comfortable and handsome residences. In Bri~us, where they 
had been very fortunate at the seal fishery, we find a great 
rivalry as to who would have the largest house. Many of these 
houses are still to be seen, and so well were they built they are 
eagerly sought after to this day. 
The story ~oes that Thomas Ridley, while on a visit to Liver-
pool, fell in love with Miss Harrison, who was nothing loathe to 
daughter marrying the Captain of the famous "Great Eastern" 
who laid the Transat lantic Cables so successfully. 
Another romanre that I must not omit; believe it or not, but 
the newspapers give us the fact that John Fitzgerald, the Man· 
ager of the Marine Ins11rance Club of Harbour Grace, married 
Miss Emma Garland twice on the same day. 
Mr. J. I. Roddick, the Principal of the Grammar School, and 
Mr. Edward Quinton, long remembered as Chief in charge of 
Ridley's dry goods store, muried two Miss Marten's of Port-
de-Grave . 
Ship Huilding Yards. 
There were many ship building yards. The locality near 
Courage's Beach goes back to the very earliest times, and there 
is probably not a more suitable place for building ·large ships in 
the whole country. 
Just inside the Point of Beach was a favourite locality, near 
where the Marine Railway is now. 
Just west of where the Public Wharf stands to-day was where 
Pun ton & Munn built their finest ships- the "Rothesay," 
"Naomi" and " Arabella Target." 
Many vessels were built on the South Side. The Long Beach 
there could be converted into a wor.cerful Dry Dock at ~mall 
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expense. Hundreds of ships were built in other harbours round 
Conception Bay, but invariably you will find some small locality 
still called " The Dock," which was selected as the most suitable 
place for building and launch ing vessels, but in Harbour Grace 
there was a score of places, which shows what a real convenient 
harbour it was for this work. 
The hardships that these sealing vessels had to undergo 
meant many losses each year, and the average life of a sealer 
was only eight years. It sho ws the necessity of continually 
building new vessels. 
There were exceptions, and the following is well authenticated. 
We have' already related what an excit ing infl uence the building 
of the first hundred ton vessels had in the prosecution of the 
seal fishery in its pioneer days. 
William Munden of Brigus not alone knew that his prestage 
was at stake in building this vessel about the year 18 19 so muclt 
iarger than the others, but he was determined to pu t ext'ra good 
workmanship into her to riv al all the others. He christened her 
the " Four Brothers," after his own four sons. In thi s vessel he 
was very successful, and she laste d his li fe-time. When he died 
all knew her, as there were very few vessels that had. carving 
like the ' Three Sisters.' " Not alone had she a fine figure head, 
but there was carving round her stern that the Frenchman, who 
now owned her, had gilded up in splendid fashion. This was 
not the last of this famous old vessel, now over fifty years of 
age. In 18 72 she came into St. John's with a load of lumber 
intended for England , but she had received another bad drub-
bing, and ended her days in Newfoundland. 
A good story can be told about the brig " Experiment," which 
was the second hundred ton vessel built to pr•secute the seal 
fishery. She satisfied her owners that she was a good " Experi-
ment' ' by bringing in 6,ooo seals on her first trip. She made an 
historic trip to Quebec late one year, arriving home safely with 
provisions, when all expected starvation that winter, (a voyage 
that was long remembered). She met disaster on one occasioa. 
in the English Channel, when she was thrown on her beam ends 
and lost her Captain with part of the crew ; but two of her 
sailors brought her safely into Poole. 
During the next twenty years the majority of all the sealing 
vessels were built in Newfoundland ; suitable timber must have 
RELL ISLAND AND KELLY'S ISLAND, CO NCEPTIO N BAY, AS SE E 1 F}{OM TOPSA I L. 
in 185 r she passed into the han ds of his son, Azariah Munden, 
who decided to rebuild her. I have the letter in my possession 
in which he writes to his brother-in-la w, John Muon, in Harbour 
Grace, requesting him to come to Bri gus for the week end , as 
he intended to launch the '" Four Brothers," but as she had now 
changed hands, he was going to re-ch risten her the " Three 
S isters," after his own daughters. I was anxious to find out how 
long she did last, and what happened to her eventually. 
Her oil painting is well authenticated , and the light house 
just off her bow is the E j ison Light House near Plymouth in 
the English Channel, showing that this painting was by an 
English marine artist. She had many Transatlantic trips. 
In 1869 she was sent to Labrador to carry a load of herrin~ 
to Montreal. I got the following from Capt. Alick Parsons, the 
master. " We arrived at Quebec in November, and just after 
reaching there a severe gale took her from her moorings up 
against a large Norwegian barque loading lumber for Eure~pe. 
We had to cut the spars out of her that nig ht, and she was 
auctioned next day as a total wreck, My crew and I left for 
Newfoundland. Judge our surprise to see the " Three Sisters" 
arrive at Harbour Grace next spring from Montreal with a load 
of flour. She had new masts, and a cabin "built ou deck. We 
then been gettin~ scarce-, as we fin d many importations from 
Quebec, Prince Edward Island , Merimchi and Nova Scotia. 
0 ·ders were then placed for many seal in~ vessels to be built in 
Prince Edward Isl a nd , many of which gave good satisfaction. 
This continued for another ten years , but the big catch of seals 
were dwindling. The sailing vessels were not so successful as 
formerly ; then came the steamers in 18 6o. 
Mines. 
May, 1 839 -The first Geological Surveyor appointed for 
Newfou ndland was J. Beete Jukes. We have a good diary of 
the work he accomplished in Newfoundland. One of the first 
places he went to was Harbour Grace, where a coal mine was 
reported. He states, "The Packet Boat had brought samples 
to St. John's, and I hurried across expectin: to find at least 25 
men dig~ing at the outcrop of th is bed of coals. I was taken 
to the blacksmith 's shop, who said , he had got some of this 
coal from near Lady Pond. A l&d undertook to show me the 
place, and as we proceeded we were joined by a strong escort 
of twenty people. After pushing through the woods we reached 
the margin of the Lake with a perfectly flat shore, and without 
any rock exposed. After dabbling in the water, I took some of 
the pieces of coal away with me, and after testing found them a 
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licht spongy variety of bog-iron-ore. So ended my hopes of the 
Harbour Grace Coal Field." . It is a pretty looking town with 
one long straggling street. Its population is about 3,ooo, and 
taking ·it altogether it has a more English and neat appearance 
than any other place in Newfoundland. It contains moreover a 
very decent inn, which at that time even St. John's was destitute 
of. He tells about visiting a landslide with Mr. St. John near a 
place called the "Grove." This subsidence was about 100 
yards long, and forty yards across with a chasm 30 feet deep. 
The North Shore of Conception Bay is the most populous part 
of Newfoundland with upwards of 2o,ooo people. He had a 
small craft to take him around, and gives an interesting acccunt 
of visiting many places. He went to the top of Cat Cove Hill 
(Harbour Main) also to the top of the Butterpot at Holyrood. 
He visited Kelly's Island and Little Bell Island, but what a mis-
fortune he did not go to Great Bell Island. Was it the sport of 
Historic Misfortune ? 
In Anspach 's History of 18 19 we get some interesting facts 
about Harbour Grace that are well worth relating. 
" Tnere is an Iron Mine at Back Cove on the northern side 
country_ from St. John's to Portugal Cove, also to Holyrood. 
There was also paths from Harbour Grace to Carbonear, and 
Heart's Content, but the principal communication was all by 
water in craft, and no regular communication was kept up. 
The first good roads were built by Sir Thomas Cochrane, 
Governor. When Local Legislation was granted in 1832 we 
find a development of roads took place in all directions, par-
ticulars of which we will give later on. It is very interesting to 
follow the efforts made by the local packets belonging to each 
town arranging for dispatch of mails and passengers. 
18o6-We find Michael Doyle of Portugal Cove advertising 
that he has now a new skiff of six oars, and ready to take 
passengers across Conception B.1y. 
1822-John Murphy's packet lost while crossing Conception 
Bay, five lives lost. 
18.28-Thos. Ridley, of Harbour Grace and Jltmes Clift of 
St. John's advertise that the packet boat "Express" has 
undergone thorough repairs, and will continue to ply between 
Harbour Grace and Portugal Cove-Cabin P as!>engers IOS., 
Steerage Passengers 5!.., Letters 6d. each. 
VJE W GOI NG DO WN T OPS AIL HILL, CONC E PTION BA Y. 
P hoto by A. G. William s. 
ef Bell Island, near Portugal Cove, another on the high hill 
called the Look Out, on the back of the town of Harbour Grace. 
In this place there are two remarkable springs, which are con-
sidered of a mineral nature. One on the eastern boundary of 
Stetton 's farm, the other about half way on the road from the 
Church to Riverhead." 
Anspach was undoubtedly right about the Wabana Mine. I 
have often got my feet wet in this brook that flows through the 
Braehead property, now in the possession of Dr. Goodwin , per-
haps he may tell us of its mineral qualities. 
1848-Special mention should be made of a Slate Quarry 
started by C. F. Bennett at Port de Grave. Griffith Griffiths, 
\Villiam Jones, and other Welshmen made a gallant attempt. 
The slate proved small, and the locality was very much exposed 
in rough weather and had to be abandoned. 
The Harbour Grace merchantlil started an excellent Slate 
Quarry at Random Sound where considerable work was done. 
Mails and Passengers-First Communications 
on Conception Bay. 
In a chart drawn up by Capt. James Cook and his successor 
Michael Lane about r77o we find there were paths across the 
Matthew Guzzwell advertises that the packet boat "Union" 
will go from Portugal Cove to Harbour Grace, Carbonear, Brigus 
and Port-de-Grave. 
James Doyle of Carbonear states the packet " Dart" will 
carry passengers from there regularly. 
1832-Great rivalry must have taken place this year, as we 
find the following competing for public patronage. Robert 
Oke of Harbour Grace has the packet, "Exprc!ss." George 
Voisey, master of the packet, "Z~phir" will leave Peter Brown's 
wharf at Harbour Grace. Edmund Phelan of Harbour Grace 
has the packet, "St. Patrick." J<~mes Doyle of Carbonear, the 
packet, "Native Lass." Maurice Doyle of Carbonear, the 
packet, "Nora Carina." S. W. Cousins of Brigus, the packet 
"Ariel." All promise regular communication with Portugal Cove. 
1833-Special mention is made of the packet, " Nora Carina." 
having towed the wrecked schooner "Sylph" into Mosquito. 
The "Sylph" was loaded at Liverpool with a valuable cargo of 
English merchandise, and struck an iceberg in Conception Bay. 
The crew had left her, but the crew of the "Nora Carina" after 
a great deal of work got her safely into Mosquito, and secured 
a handsome salvage from the underwriters. 
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I836- The coach " Victoria," and a covered in sleigh during 
the winter, will meet the packets at Carbonear. When bringing 
a forei:n mail to Harbour Grace, they would blow their horns 
with great vigor. 
I 837-Robert and John Hines of Middle Bight (Kelligrews), 
advertise they have a packet boat ready to take passengers at 
short notice to Brigus and Port-de-Grave. 
I837-Andrew Drydale of Harbour Grace advertises the 
packet cutter " Express" will leave Harbour Grace regularly. 
Thomas Fleming with a handsome coach starts from Keefe 's 
Hotel tG meet arrival of all packets. 
184 I - Two passenger packets were lost in Conception Bay 
t his year. The " F xpress" of Harbour Grace and the " Ariel" 
of Brigus in a snow storm, representing £I 2oo. One of them 
on Maiden Rock near Carbonear with losi of life. Dwyer 's 
packet in sa me south-east gale reached Carbonear safely. 
D ecember 3 I, I 84 1-A meeting was held at Harbour Grace 
with John Munn as Chairman, making a strong effort to establish 
a Steamboat P acket between H arbour Grace and Carhonear, to 
make daily trips to Portugal Cove. The capital of the company 
to be £3,ooo ; but they had to wait another ten years before it 
was accomplis hed. and steamers pl ied on the Bay. The pros-
pectus says that the population of Conception Bay was then 
one-third of the whole of N ewfou ndland . 
1842 - Capt. D ry sdale, of Harbour Grace, advertises the new 
" Express," built by Michael K earney, and is now ready for the 
Packet service to Portugal Cove. 
I85o-Capt. Phelan, of Harbour Grace, master of the packet 
boat ' ' Princess Victoria ," was lost with all hands. H e left 
Portugal Cove in a gale of wind, in September, to deliver a 
fore ign mail. It is supposed he struck the rocks ac the eastern 
end of Bell Isl.1nd , as the wreckage came into the Cove the next 
day. The Captain, his eldest son, and two men were drowned . 
Local subscription o f $ 1ooo was collected for the lamented 
relatives of these individuals. 
I 851-The s.s. "St. George" expects to make tr ips every 
seconJ day from St. John 's to Harbour Grace, Brigus and 
Carbonear. Edward Hennt:ssey 's " Vehicle" will run every day 
from Harbour Grace ; fare 6s. 5d. Public meetings held at 
Harbour Grace Commercial Rooms. The Newfoundland 
Steam Packet Company is formed with a capital of £ 6,ooo. 
18 52-Packet steamer " Lady LeMarchapd" arrives from 
Greenock, commencing regular service in Conception Bay. She 
had to return to the Clyde the following year for repairs. 
I853-The s.s. "Ellen Gbborne"-A Company was promoted 
by F rederick Gisborne, of Telegraph fame , to run regularly from 
H arbour Grace. --. 
O ctober 4, 1857-The s.s. " Ellen Gisborne," recently under-
(:oing repairs for a new boiler, was destroyed by fire Sunday 
afternoon. 
It was not all plain sailing with the fin,;t steam packets on 
Conception Bay. The steamship business was only in its infancy 
at tltat time, and while all recognized the po5sibilities, there was 
much to be learnt. Canon Smith, who lived for many years at 
Portugal Cove, could give us many anecdotes of-how the 
engines of these steamers would stop in the middle of Concep-
tion Bay. The engineer did not know what wa5 wrong, and to 
the surprise of all , the engine would 5tart going after a rest of 
half an hour. 
1862-The s.s. " Blue Jacket," while relieving the s.s. " Lady 
LeMarchand," was burnt off Kelly 's Island. Mrs. Foley, of 
Brigus, wa5 rescued from the bowsprit. E ngineer Henderson 
lost his life. 
I 866-The s.s. " Lizzie," of Harbour Grace, was built for 
this work at Pugwash, N .S. George Makinson was agent, and 
carried on this work very successfully. 
187 5-The s.s. " Lizzie" sank accidentally in Harbour Grace 
as the valves had been left open. 
I 877-The s.s. " Lady Glover," specially built in England, 
now took up this service with George Makinson of Harbour 
Grace. She continued this work till 1883, when the Railway 
was completed round Conceptioll Bay. The " Lady Glover" was 
sold to a Company in the Gulf of St. Lawrence, where she is 
still afloat renamed the " Amherst. " 
Harbour Grace f"erry. 
I 855-James McLean, of Island Cove, stands for Member at 
Elections. He promises, if elected, to have a Ferry Boat built 
to cross Harbour Grace. He was Rot elected, but that was the 
start for the local ferry. Warren built the first ferry boat for 
W. Fitzgerald . Captain Stevenson built the secoad, Charles 
Fitzgerald, master. Captain Alick Parsons, Levi and Alick 
Noseworthy had another ferry boat on this route. 
1908-Captain Isaac Bartlett built the motor aux. " Muriel. " 
The first ferry had its terminus at the L ime Kiln at Andrew's 
Hill, but the Public Wharf was afterwards selected. 
Postal Matters. 
18 5 1- The following will show the efforts of Mr. William L . 
Soloman, who was then Post Master General in St. John 's, to 
arra nge the despatch of the mail s around Conception Bay. Mr. 
T. H . Brooking, M .H .A , a.nd he made this te1t to see what 
could be done . They left St. John 's on horseback, having 
arranged for fresh horses as they proct:eded. 
1st stage- St. John 's to Topsail . . . . . . .. . .. . 
2nd " Topsail to Flood's near Holyrood .. . . 
3 rd Ferry from Flood's to Chapel 's Cove . .. . 
4th Chapel's C()ve to Brigus . . . . , ... . . . . . . . 
5th Brigus to Harbour Grace a nd Carbonear .. 
They did thi s in nine (9) hours. 
12 miles 
14 miles 
1 mile 
15 miles 
20 miles 
The ride from Brigus to Harbour Grace took them 2 hours 
and 10 minutes, but the ride from H arbour Grace to Carbonear, 
which is only three miles, took them 40 minutes. We must 
suppose the horses were getting tired . 
Andrew Drysdale was first Post Master at Harbour Grace. 
William T . Stantaford , first Post Master at Bri~us. 
Edward Hanrahan, first Post Master at Carbonear. 
Pleo for Peace. 
By Gladys PickeU, 925 Quindaro Blvd., Kansas Cify. 
YEs, still "the pen is mightier tha n the sword," 
A nd peace, the weapon of the truly b rave ; 
So Je t the nations cease their clamoring, 
Lest a11 be b lo wn in to a war -dug grave. 
Le t s tanding a rmies pause before they march, 
And r ulers for awhile c hange greed to thought 
Of lo rdly legio ns of the centu ries, 
T hat s layed for selfi s h power tha t death soon bought. 
Then they will see the s ha me o f need less wars, 
And dread to bear again the war-mad rave . 
Yes , still " the pen is mightier than t he sword," 
A nd peace, the weapon. of the truly brave I 
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An Angler's Paradise, 
The Gambo R 1"ver, North o{ St. J ohn's. 
STREAM AND LAKE NEAR THE CAPITAL IN WHICH ATLANTIC SALMON 
AND TROUT ABOUND. 
By N. Milton Browne. 
NE often bears the term " Angler's Paradise." Tbe 
phrase is applied to summer resorts where you 
might fish a week and · get scarcely a nibble. 
There ar.e hundreds of such resorts the world 
over and none deserves the title. The one coun-
try where this angler's dream is certain of realization in New-
foundland, where best of good fi,hing for salmon anJ trout can 
be had on any· of the countless strt'ams that interlace the colony. 
Last summer the writer fished some of the import.tnt of the 
Island's rivers and cau~ht as many fish '1"1 desired 
In the first week of June. I saw two boys take 3 so sea trout 
from the mou b of Robinson's river. on the W c:st Coast. Later, 
Accompanied by Dick Mosdell, executive of the Nelll'found-
land Railway, I stepped off the train at Gambo in the blackness 
of an August morning. where we were given royal hospitality lDy 
that prince of sports and gentleman, Tim Kelly. 
The day following we pitched our duffel into a motor boat 
and started upstream. 
The first three or four miles of water are dotted with large 
s'ones which protrude above the surface-, some of them to a 
height of several feet. The swirls behind these rocks provided 
ex.:ellent seat for salmon, · and on the run-up we hooked into and 
land• d innumerable fish. 
At the river's outfl JW from the lake, are the remains of a saw 
SALMON POO LS ON THE GANDER. 
at Corner Brook, it w;~s reported to me that a brace of fishermen 
took 250 from the stream that empties into the Atlantic at the 
foot of Blow-Me-Down Mountain, which is twelve miles out the 
bay from Curling. 
At Northwest Brook, in Notre D.1mP. Bay. I fi bed an hour 
and a half and landed go trout, a majority of wh1ch weighed 
•ver three pounds. 
From practically every pool on the twenty-five-mile stretch of 
the Gander River lar:e trout were landed-these taking the big 
salmon fiies we were using. 
A P rolific Slreem. 
But the objective of this article is to inform an~ler residents 
of St. John's, and villa:es on the East Coast, that they have 
within about 1 so miles of the capital, the best trout and salmon 
stream on which it has been this writer's good fortune to cast a 
line-the Gambo. 
mill and rock dam. The latter has all but been washed away, 
with the exception of the centre, which forms a sluice throu~h 
which the water rushes with great force. 
It was at this point that Edward Rin,wood Hewitt, famous 
United Statt:s author, proved his contention that salmon always 
fight against the pull of the line. Whep a fish is hooked down· 
stream at this point, the quarry rushes into the rough water 
below and wrecks the tackle. Mr. Hewitt cast upstream, and 
after a fish had been hooked, he threw a bunch of loose line into 
the water. The line, carried down by the current, exerted a 
draw on the fish, which rushed into the Jake. 
Our party enjoyed excellent sport at this point before pushing 
off on the two mile run through the lake to the Narrows, which 
connects first and second ponds. We kept on to Triton Brook, 
where there is an excellent camp. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND SALMO N. 
A Dream Realized. 
Our destination was Riverhead, about a mile and a half above 
the camp. We had been told there was an August run of sea 
trout at this point, and were ea11er to try our luck there. At 
dawn the Jake was mirror-like. Slipping the outboard motor to 
the rear of our boat, w~ were soon t,ff on the last leg of our 
journey. 
It was one of those morni,...gs when nature, lavish in di!'play 
of her alluring charms, spread h~r canvast-s of sky and land 
and waterscape-mount and vale anri fen the lea-in a pano-
rama to intrigue the btholcler. T~>e sun peeped over the crest 
of a nt'arby hill, bathing the scene in a glow of light iridiscent 
and stimulatir.g. 
" What a · morning I" hazarded Mr. Mosdell, al'ld echo 
answert'd, "Y~s what a morning!" 
Beyond this observation, wrung by the beauty of the pictute 
from an otherwise phlt>gmatic railway executive, the silence 
was unbroken, save for the chug-chug of the busy motor. 
It was a happy and contented party that finally reached the 
GOING UP GRAND LAKE. 
TRO UT CAUGHT AT DILDO. 
head of the lake, where anchors was dropped at the mouth of a 
tiny brook. The surface was ~trewn with widely-separated lily 
pads and, so far as we could seP, there was no sign of a solitary 
fish in all that vast expanse of water . 
Fish in Thousands. 
Our tacklP assembler!, Mr. M• >Sdtll decidtd to try his luck 
with Terra Nova and Parmachtene Relle as dropper. I pinned 
my faith to a Black Kr.at dry fl.: . The first cast disproved our 
conclusion that their was not a trout in the lake. Immediately 
the lures hit the w~ter there was a ru;,h from the bottom, and 
tile fish bumrt>d each othH as they plunged for the tlies. We 
fished little more than an hour, and landed one hundred and 
nineteen trout, many of whicb weighed over three pounds. Had 
we desired we cuuld have fil)ed the boat with fish. 
Oo both sid,-s of this stteam, and along the lake shore, there 
are excellent camp ~itt-s . 
We marvelled at the statPment of a Gambo guide that less 
than half a dozen a,..glers had dsited the stream during the 
summer of 1936-in t uth, a dt>sei'ted angler's paradise I 
SALMON F ISHING. 
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Majesty of Nature. 
.• 
ft.)' Jobo M ilhB S m ith e.:. 
MOl.TI':N pear~ €>f daw 11~ 
Jl u.by cliffs &f s .. n se~. 
Silver-SJOaRgkd might ; 
Majesty "f at wre r 
'When the petaTs of dawn are unfnrfed', 
And the cliffs of ~he <douds are impea•ledl. , 
1 am lifted a>1d freed fr<>.m bb~ \>:G>rld , 
Yot Paradise i.s Rean. 
l..ead~., t:aPiopy , 
Th nnder·c: rasb a-nd sl'lower, 
Sunburst a-nd rainboo." > 
Majlesty of Na•un~ t 
When the sky is a t l>rbl!lle-n t pl'airr, 
With tle th»nder aond t: ryst:dine rai""' 
And th'e a n with its w~oriiu~ staU. > 
'l'heu God I see aw hea.r. 
'Tapestry l!>f s~mmer, 
Harvest·gold oi au •um r>,. 
:Ermine robe of win.ie•; 
Majesty of Natve! 
When the b~ssoms of summer nnfo:Jkl.t. 
When the harvest is laaen with go1d 
Or the wmter is etched with Eol~ 
'L'ben ecstasy is mine. 
Molten pearr 0f !!'awn.,. 
Jtuby cliffs ()f sunset, 
Silver spangled night ;. 
:M:ajesty of Nature t 
.. ··i 
The Old Path Yonder. 
By John D. Wells. 
THE old path yonder through the trees, 
Through shadowy lanes of memories, 
That cluster like the summer bloom 
And stir with every vagrant breeze. 
The path that wanders on and on 
Where happiness and love have drawn 
Their inspiration deep, and where 
The best of life bas come and gone. 
The first we see the happ}' bride, 
And next the toddler by her side, 
To lead the tired toiler hom<!, 
Where happiness and love abide. 
And next the laughinj!', prattling pair, 
vVith wonder eyes and tossing hair: 
The fairest, sweetest blooms of ~n 
That fringe th e little pathway there. 
Then youth, that for a moment stood, 
In ripened man and womanhood, 
And cu rious , as Youth mu~t be, 
Of all that lies beyond the wood. 
At length Ambition had its sway-
It called and lured the young away, 
And led them down their childhood path, 
And out of arms a nd sight for aye. 
'Tis heavy now with bloom and scent, 
And two old people s it content 
To live in dreams of other days, 
And watch the pathway where they went. 
BAY OF ISLANDS. 
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The Late ArchbishoP . HoWley's. 
'' Newfoundland Name~ Lore." 
Republished from "The Newfoundland Quarterly," Commencing October, 1901. 
ARTICLE XXVIII. Rl T. MARY'' B.v, m•y b• c•1l•d tb• fie>t b>y on th• 
Southern ·coast of the Island, as Trepassey Bay 
is not much more than a bight. It is a beautiful · ~ inlet, and no doubt the early navigators had it in 
their mind to honour the Blessed Virgin Mary , in 
giving the name to this lovely sheet of water. The name was a 
very popular one among the early pioneers of discovery, especi-
ally the Purtuguese, whose country is plact'd especia lly under 
the Patronage of " Mary the V1 rgin. " \Ve ha\'e the name to a 
bay in Nova Scotia, and also to another small bay in Newfound-
land near Kirpon. 
lated on the French maps as " Pointe au Boulanger." There is 
a " Baker Cove" near North Harbour in Placentia Bay, and a 
"Baker's Loaf" near C. Bauld called from the resemblance of 
so me boulder rocks. U nder Baker Point or Head is a small 
cove .wher.e beats lie safely at anchor in certain 'winds. Just 
inside the Cape, west X of a mile is another cove called 
OFF THE "NARROWS "- U TDER FORT AMHERST. 
There is a Cape St. Mary 's in the South of Portugal in the 
Province of Al~arve, and the Portuguese gave the name to one 
of the gDup of islands in the Azores as early as 1336, and I 
h'ave no doubt that it was they who named our St. Mary's Bay, 
and Ca,p e St. Mary's. Th~ devotion of both Spaniards and 
Portuguese, to St. Mary was very pronounced and enthusiast ic. 
The name of Columbus's vessel was the 
Santa Maria. 
This devotion was not confined to the Latin races but was qJJite 
as popular in England, and the whole country of England was 
dedicated the Vergin under the title of " Mary's Dowry." 
Near Cape Pine a little to the east at the easte!n point ·of 
entrance to St. Mary's is 
Baker Head, 
a steep bluff about 36o feet high. It is no doubt called ·after a 
man 's name. ' The hame still surviv~s in Marystown, Placentia 
Bay, and elsewhere as a fa~ily name. But as in the case already 
mentioned of Tinker'!i Cove (Article XXVI.) it has been trans-
A r nold's Cove 
we have this name repeated in the bottom of Placentia Bay, but 
I have no idea of the origin of it. 
About two miles to the S. W. of Cape Pine is the headland of 
A LAHRADOR F ISHING SKIFF. 
Cape Freels S outh. 
In Article X L, speaking of Cape Freels ~orth, in Bonavista 
Bay, , r st.ated all that is known con'c~r~ing the origin of this 
na me which is Breton and is a corruption of the name C. Frehel 
a point op the coast cif .Brittany. ' ' ' ' 
Insige of C. P ine are two coves whose names are somewhat 
difficu\t' to 'trace, viz:-
Sf. Shotts and S t. S hores. 
Very unlikely as it may seem, I interpret these two names as 
corruptions of St. Jacque's (St. James) and St. George's. In 
the broad and thick pronunciation of the Breton fishermen these 
names wO:uld sound to our English ears like S. Jock or St. Jots. 
• An example of this particular transmutatio n of sound is found in 
t be name Anshot; which the French (correctly) pronounce 
Arichac (0r Arishock). The Bretons. would pronounce St. 
George's as Saint Shoarge which would -be easily corrupted into 
St. Shores. 
There is next a very large bight in the coast between Gull 
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Island on the south and Cape English at the north. At the 
bottom of this bi~ht are situated Peter 's River and Holyrood 
Pond, of which I will speak immediately. 
To go back to Gull Island. The shore is very bluff here and 
the place is the scene of many wrecks, the latest being that of 
the schr. C. B. Whidden , which occurred this past month , 
Thursday, 28th day of October, a nd the story of the restue of 
the crew of whi ch is so thrilling. 
At G ull Island there is another blu ff head bearing the name of 
Spurawinkle. 
I n Articles XV. and XXV. I have already s poken at length on 
this name. Some of the fishermen of the neighbouring settle-
ment told me that the name was given by some persons from 
" the Norrid," probably from somewhere about Trinity. They 
said the Northern men called it " Spurawig." 
From Gull Island the coast trends in eastwards. It is very 
steep and blu ff and has been the scene of many wrecks. There 
is a cove called 
am not quite sufficiently acquainted with the place to know 
whether the natural characteristics give any probability to such 
an interpretation. The French may have called it Riviere de 
Pierre and some Fnglishman may have translated it " Peter 's 
River" instead of Rocky River. In the Exploits Valley, near 
Botwood, there is also a small bay called 
"Peter's Arm." 
The New Railway, just built by the A. N.D. Co., runs round 
this arm or harbour on its course from Grand Falls to Botwood. 
At Peter 's R iver there is a settlement of fome 70 to 1oo persons. 
They are well-to-do fi ; hermen and most daring and hospitable 
life savers. The heroic deeds performed by them for the pa!.t 
century lie unrecorded on the pages of the world 's fame, and 
are only to be learnt from in tercourse with this brave and noble 
people, and even then it is not easy to get them to speak of the 
deeds of prowess and heroism performed by themselves or their 
ancestors. They never have been heard of by the " Humane 
Societies. " No gold medal s have rewarded them ; indeed they 
have often been maligned a nd attacked , and th.lt by some of 
F ! SHI I\G SC H OONERS DRY I NG SA1 l. S IN ST . JO H N"S HAR BOU R. 
Marine•s Cove, 
so called on account of a wreck of a frigate which occurred here 
many years ago. There were marines on board , hence the 
name was given to the cove. Among the wrecks which have 
made this place notorious were : 
1-s.s. " Robert Low, " 1872; 2-sailing vessel "Isabel, " 
F eb. 22 , 1881 ; 3-schooner, Dec. 2nd, 188 r ; 4-schooner, 
Oct. JO, J88 2; s-s.s. "Langshaw," June I, J883; 6-s.s. 
" Canima," Sept. 6, 1883; 7-s.s. " Gertrude," June 15, 1886; 
8-s.s. " Fernholm, " July I 1, 1888; 9-s.s. " Delta," Sept. 13, 
1889; Io-bgt. " Lantana," J anuary 4• 189 1 ; 1 1-s.s. Astrubal, 
June 20, 1892; 12 -s.s. " Capulet," June 2 2, 1896 ; 13-s.s. 
"Arbela," June 10, 1898; 14-s.s. " Prodano, Oct. 2, 1899 ; 
15-s.s. " Heligoland," June 10, 1900; 1 6~brigt. "C. B. 
Whidden," Oct. 24, 1909. At the S.E. corner of this t-ight the 
large river named 
Peters's River 
flows from a pond of the same name into the Bay. I have not 
been able to trace the origin of the name, nor who the Mythic 
or Mystic Peter may have been. In looking over some French 
maps, however, I came across what may be a clue to the name. 
It is there called 
Riviere De Pierre. 
Thi~ may mean either " Peter 's R iver " or " Rocky River." I 
their own countrymen as wreckers and plunder('rs. Sometimes, 
however, their noble deeds have been worthily appreciated , and 
I · hope to be excused if -I here break in on my voy .. ge around 
the shore to quote a few words from a tribute paid to the people 
of Peter's River by the crew of the last wrecked ship to which 
I have already alluded, the " C . B. Whidden ":-
" . . . Molloy piloted all to Peter's River, the kindly people 
made them take off their wet clothing gave them new and warm 
irrside wearables, and all the people of tbe place treated them 
with the greatest kindness . . their feet which were bleeding 
and swollen from climbing the cl iff< were looked after. Both 
captain and crew say they will never forget the kindness of the 
people of Peter's River." 
Among these unrecorded heroes stood out conspicuously until 
recently one whose name will be long remembered, I mean 
the late 
Mickle Londregan 
as he was familiarly called. He has passed from the scenes in 
which he ever took a leading part. He has braved the ~torm 
and fought the r:~ging billows for the last time, and has now, we 
securely trust, entered into the haven of rest and perpetual calm, 
He was a man ot powerful physique, and noble m~in, and many 
stories of his herculean strength and great prowess are handed 
down among the pEople. He was a 'reat favorite witb the 
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"sports" from St. John's who came out annually ' te whip the 
streams or course the barrens. Once he went home to England 
with his wife who was ill. He created a great sensation by his 
splendid appearance and handsome face as he "walkea down 
Piccadilly" or strolled the " Strand," looking 'at the shop windows. 
People ·stopped and turned to look at him. A photographer 
once caught sight of him and his artistic eye told him he had 
got "something good." He tapped him on the shoulder and 
said, "Excuse me, Sir, I think you're a stranger. I'll give you 
a bob if you'll let me take your likeness !" 
"All right, be gob, " said Mick. 
He used to show the picture with much pride, and I believe 
his genial countenance and distinguished figure may be seen 
to the present day adorning a show-window in the "Strand." 
Poor Mick died last summer and in a very sad manner. He 
fell over the dark stair-way at the General Post Office, and 
broke his neck. Yet as a not her proof of his great physical 
litrength he lived for more than two days, though it would have 
caused instant death to an ordinary man. May he rest in peat.:e I 
In the N. E. corner of th.is bight or bay of St. Peter, is the 
very remarkable inlet of 
confusion. It might be chan:ed yet keep all its original mean-
ing and interest if it were called either Sancroix cr Holy Cross. 
The Northern Head of the bight of Peter's Bay is 
Cepe English. 
Iu writing of Cape Race (Article XXVII.) I have fully dwelt 
on this name. 
On a very crude map in (Taverner) 177 5 I find two names 
which I cannot verify at present, viz.: Chinkhole near C. Freels, 
and C. Mengloy, near C. English. This latter may be a mis-
taken attempt to produce the French C.L'Angloy (for L'Anglais). 
Before coming to St. Mary's Harbour we have 
Point La Haye. 
It is an important point marking the southern entrance to St. 
Mary's, and has a lighthouse. La Haye on the River Venne, 
in Touraine, was the birthplace of Descartes, the famous philo-
sopher. The name was, therefore, well known to the inhabitants 
of the Valley of the Loire, who were among the principal of our 
early colonizers. The name is the same as the German 
La Hague, 
a name become very familiar to us lately in connection with our 
Fishery Arbitration. It is the name of the capital of Holland. 
ST. LAWRENCE. 
Holyl'ood Pond. 
It is remarkable as having been once an arm of the sea or deep 
harbour, and now in consequence of the mouth of it being 
e11tirely closed up by a high beach of rubble stones thrown up 
from the bottom of the sea, it is converted into a large salt water 
pond. The ebb and flow of the tide keeps open a small gut at 
the southern end, and the pond which extends into the land 
some ten or fifteen miles, is teaming with fish. The settlement of 
Holyrood Sou1h 
or Holyrood in St. Mary's Bay, is a very neat little village of 
over 300 inhabitants. It is the birth-place of some of our worthy 
old vikings and seal killers. Amon& whom I may mention 
Captain Harron , father of the late Pierce Barron, and the re-
nouned "Terry" Hallern. 
This name, being a repitirion of the name of the better known 
~Settlement at the foot of Conception Bay, bas ta be qualified by 
some such term as Holyrood South, &c. This is a pity as it 
causes some confusion. In Article XX. I gave a full disserta-
tion on the origin and history of this name. I also there men-
tioned that the principal family residing at this place now bears 
the name of Sancroix which is the French form of Holyrooa, or 
Holy Cross. It would be well if the Nomenclature Committee 
would take in hand this name and change it so as to avoid 
It means in Dutch (D~n Haag) a fence or dyke. In English 
"Ha-ha" or "Haw-haw" a sunk fence or ditch. There is a 
very large Barachoix at this place, and this may have suggested 
the name. 
At the southern entrance to St. Mary's harbour is a point 
which the people call 
Double Road Point. 
At first I was puzzled as to the meaning of this name until, in 
conversation with one of the inhabitants, Mike Faga11, from 
whom I learnt a great deal concerning the names in St. Mary's, 
by listening attentively to the way he pronounced the word I got 
the clue to the name. It is 
Double Rote Point. 
The fishermen are accustomed, in foggy weather, to find their 
bearings by carefully listening to the rout of the sea on the shore, 
which they (very correctly) call rote, or rut. According to the 
nature of the shore, whether, sandy beach, gra~el, rocky caves, 
and so forth , a different rote is made, and the fishermen are 
wonderfully expert in detecting their whereabouts by this sicn. 
Sometimes the rote is deep and hollow, like the bellowing of 
distant thunder or of artillery, as the water rushes into deep 
caves, again sharp and shrill as it rolls over moving pebbly 
beaches ; again hissing and seething as it creeps over a sandy 
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shore. This point at St. Mary's has a sort of cave or gorge or 
split in the rock, so that after the sea strikes and makes its first 
rote, it then rushes into the fissure of_ the ':0~~ and a_gain _!>triking, 
it produces a second rote. 
Captain Fitzpatrice, of the s.s. " PortCa," has suggested to me 
another and very plausible reason for this name. . In about the 
middle of the entrance to St. Mary's Harbour, half-way between 
Double Rote .Point and Crapeau Point on the north, there is a 
v~ry good fishing "ground." It is called the Double Rote 
GrounJ, and the way to find it in a fog is to row out from the 
shore till you hear the two rates one from Double Rote Point on 
the south, and one from Crapeau Point on the north, then you 
are on the " ground." The dis(ance from point to point is about 
two miles. · 
Inside the Harbour of St. Mary's there are several interesticg 
names. Certain black rocks which show above water are called 
The Coal PUs. 
It is said that w.hen a storm is approaching the Coal Pits emit 
a strange wierd noise. Above these on the eastern side is a 
place with the remains of an old camp. It is called 
Langley. 
Tradition has it that an old Englishman lived here many years 
ago, in the time of the French possession. They called him _ 
"L'Anglais," the Englishman. This gave rise to the name. 
Above this still on the southern side of the harbour is a high 
bank, well wooded and where there are many farms and houses 
is a point called 
Coot:s Point. 
This is the name of a bird of the duck species. Still I do not 
think the name is known in Newfoundland, and, moreover, I 
found a great uncertainty about the pronunciation of the word 
among the settlers, some calling it Cook's Point, some Goose 
Point, some Coors Point, &c. This latter seems to give the cue. 
The word is Course Point, pronounced by the people Coarse, 
and it is a sailing direction for taking the correct course on 
enterinz:; the harbour. On t~e north or west sid~ of t_!le Arm 
is a place called the 
Graving Bank. 
It is a sandy spit on which the French in olden times beached 
their boats. The name is derived from the French word Greve 
(pronounced Grave or grahve). Outside of this near the recent-
ly erected (and since abandoned) whaling factory, is a point 
called 
· Lizzie's . Point. 
This is a peculiar corruption of Ellis's Point. Inside of Crapeau 
Point there is a large arm running to the northward, which is 
named 
Mal_ Bay. 
This name is not· as many think, derived- from the French Mal, 
bad or ill, bu.t from the word Malue which is a .form of Molue, 
and this again from Morue, codfish: The name occurs in 
different forms on our coast, as Point Mol near Placentia. 
Although some may not be inclined to accept this derivation, 
yet there can be no doubt about_ it. At page 49 of the" Voyages 
of Champlain," dated 16o3, we. read as follows:-", . Puis 
nous vysmes une autre , B,aye. que l'on appelle ]a Baye des 
Molues." (Then we saw another Bay which is called the Bay , 
of the Molues). 
In a note to this we read:-" Cette Baye est au Sud de 
Gaspe. "On l'appell_e aujourdhuy Ia 
' .. 
"Malbie. 
Ce mot parait etre une corruption de !'expression Anglaise, ' 
Malue -Bay. Des l'an I 545 Jean Alfonse parle de la Baye des 
Molues, et de toute cette cote com~~ d'un lieu frequente depuis 
longues anuees pour l 'abondan~e et l'e?Cc~llente qualite de Ia 
peche. ' Et ce est le poisson,' dit i1 'meilleur q~e celui de Ia 
dicte Terre Neufue.' "-Cosmographie Universelle. 
(This Bay ·is to the south of Gaspe. It is at the present day 
called Malbay. This word appears to be a corruption of the 
English expression, Malue Bay. Since the year I 545, Jobn 
Alfonse speaks of the B~y of Malues, and of all that coast, as 
a place frequented for many years, on account of the abundance , 
and excellent quality of its fish. "And this is the fisb," he s·ays, 
"bettey, than that of the said Newfoun~land . ") 
Molue is a corruption of Morue, and this form is constantly 
used in Champlain and Cartier. On Champlain's grand map a 
veritable cod is shown under which is the word Molue. This 
Bay in St. Mary's Harbour is famous for its fish. There is 
another Malbay, at the mouth of the River of Ponds, on the 
West Shore, between Bonne Bay and Port Saunders. 
The northern bead of St. Mary's harbour is called 
Crapeaud. 
The meaning of the word is clear enough, but why it should be 
applied to any cape in this Island is not so clear as there are 
neither frogs nor trads -in Newfoundland, (see Article XXIV. 
Torrs' Cove). 
Some of the "Fishing grounds," about St. Mary's have rather 
peculiar names, thus, The Bowl, Cary's Ladder, Granny's Gulch, 
Bantam, Kittle's Bottom, &c , (see Art. XXII.-XXVI.) 
In the middle of the Bay are two islands called Great and Little 
Colinet Islands. 
These are so called from a range of small serrated hills on the 
larger island. They are little more than hummocks. The i5lands 
gh·e the name to the principal harbour at the bottom of the bay. 
The people from analogy with the word colonel call these islands 
by the name of 
Curnet Island. 
Prowse, p. 185, gives it as Coroneat, but he does not quote any 
authority. On page 320, Prowse quotes a Proclamation from 
Governer Palliser in which mention is made of one 
Andrew Colinef, 
a trader on the coast. He does not appear, though, to have 
been on the southern part of the coast. There are many other 
names in this bay which do not merit any special mention or 
which have been e'xplained in previous articles ,such are Admiral's 
Beach, Mother Ex or Rex, now called by Rev. J. St. John, 
Regina, Mosquito, Salmonier, Cape Dog, North Harbour, Mussel 
Pond, Pirate's Head, fore~hadowing some tale of treasure. 
Haricot 
is a name whose meaning lies hidden. There is a narrow pas-
sage between an island and .the maiq .land which rejoiced in the 
not ove~ euphonious na91e of 
. Pinch Gut Tickle. 
The Rev. Dr. O'Reilley's cultured ear~ were offended by this 
unpleasant na_me so he re-christened it 
Assumption Passage 
after the Religious ·Mystery of ti)e Assumption of the Virgin. 
A rather amusing_corruption crept in ·which ' somewhat spoiled 
the astbetic; -idea of the learned clergyman for the_ people be~an 
to call' it : 
Cons_umpfion Passage, 
getting back somewhat towards its original nomencll!-ture. The 
people of Regina, principally Daltons and Powers, are men of 
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gi:antic stature. It is said that they never open a gate but 
walk over fences and gates with the greatest ease. 
There is a pinnacle or "spear" of rock on the southern side 
of Colinet 'Island which bears the very musical name of 
Dura Ling, 
though what the meaning of it may he, or what language it may 
be, I cannot tell. It sounds somewhat like Celtic. On the 
west shore of the bay is a place called 
Nancy Cann. 
This is a corruption of L'Anse a Cann, or Cann Cove. The 
word cann I believe to be a French effort to pronounce the Eng-
lish word King, which they would pronounce Kang, with a nasal 
twang, which our English people taking up, would con\'ert into 
cann. 
On the west side of the bay are John's Pond, probably a cor-
ruption. Cape Dog, probably from the presence of seals or sea-
dogs, or from the head at the t-ntrance which from some points 
of \'iew has the appearance of a Newfout~dland Do~'s Head. 
Somewhat inland is a round backed mountain named 
Mount Sepoy. 
This name is also mysterious. There is only a narrow passage 
between Great and Little Colinet I , Jands. On the Great Island 
is a head called Brimstc ne Head. 1 he origin of the name I 
know not. On the Little Island is a remarkable rock which 
from its appearance is called 
Horse's Head. 
It is one of the numerous places in this bay which has a 
Hidden Treasure Story Connected With If. 
It is said that in days gone by a man named Paddy Mahony 
lived here in a solitary hut. It was revealed to him in some 
way that the treasure was to be found in a certain place. He 
commenced working, and as it was rather lonely and wierd work, 
he brought his daughter with him. She sat on a rock looking 
at him working. When he was coming clo~e to the money, in 
fact just as his shovel struck something hard-and the iron-
bound chest appeared exposed to his view ; just at that moment 
he heard a great roar like thunder, and a scream came from his 
daughter. He turned around and saw a raginr bull da-;hing 
from the woods and rushing, with tail erect and head down, 
straight for the girl who was sitting on the rock. The old man 
ran with shovel in hand re tdy to cleave down the bull, when it 
suddenly disappeared. But so had the chest also, and he saw 
at som~ distance from the shore a small bnt rowed by one 
single man, and he was a huge blackman, and in the stern of 
the boat was a lar~~;e iron-bound ch!st. 
Coming out the Bay, on the northern or western side, is a 
small settlement named 
Beckford. 
The origin of this name i~ unknown. In Article X . I mentioned 
that one of the 0Jter W J.dham !:~lands is named Peckford, 
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GROCER 
which would seem to be the same name, an.d I su:gested that it 
may be the name of an officer of a man-of-war or sur\'eying ship. 
Next comes the important settlement of 
Branche, 
a name which also awaits an explanation, the French maps gi\'e 
it as Les Branches, possibly woody. Outside of Branche come 
the followin~ coves: Red Cove, Gull Cove, Lance Point, prob-
ably called from the presence of the small fish of that name, we 
have many co\'es so called all O\'er the coast. There are three 
rocks some distance from the shore named the 
Hull, Cow, and Calf. 
Vessels may sail between them and the land. Near the land in 
this vicinity is the celebrated 
Hird Rock. 
It is like a piece of the cliff riven from its place and standin~ 
out alone. It is always covered with myriads of birds, gulls, 
gannets, &c., so that its top looks as if it were covered with 
perpetual snow. Between this and Cape St. Mary's is 
Golden Hay, 
another place famous as the traditional site of hidden treasure. 
The last story connected with it dates about thirty years back 
(1879). Two strange looking men appeared at the place, ha\'ing 
walked all the distance from Placentia. Each of them carried 
a bag on his back, apparently loaded with something heavy. 
They took Tom. Downey of St. Bride's with them as a guide or 
pilot. He brought them to the place called Redland, so called 
from the purple colour of the porphyritic rock of which the cliffs 
are formed. This Redland is indented by a cove, which from 
time immemorial has been known as Golden Bay. The tradi-
tion is that many years ago some pirates landed and buried 
g:old here. As soon as the men laid down their bags, and took 
certain measurements, they began to dig, having come provided 
with tools, picks and shovels. They availed of the services of 
Tom. Downey for a certain time, but when they got down a cer-
tain depth they sent him off to Branche, some.se\'en miles away, 
on the plea of getting a bottle of rum. When he came back he 
found them tieing up their bags. They had emptied out what 
was in them, and he saw it was only stones. They started back 
to Cape St. Mary's carrying the bags still on their backs. They 
had brought them merely as a blind, lest the people, seeing them 
come empty handed and going back loaded, might be roused to 
suspicion. Tom. Downey is still alive at St. Bride's, and can 
vouch for the truth of this story. I had it also confirmed by 
Mrs. (Captain) Fitzpatrick. She was a little girl at the time, 
and was living at Cape St. Mary's. She remembers seeing the 
two strange men and hearing the story. ·The men made their 
way back to Placentia, where they remained the winter, and it 
is said they were la\'i3hly generous with their money. What 
became of them afterwards I ha\'e not hearq. 
Next article will treat of the Grand Bay of Placentia. 
De~<:ember, 1909. t M. F . H. 
WILL TELL YOU 
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! 
Mor~ cups 
~o the lb. 
More flavour 
to the cup. 
IT'S THE BEST HE SELLS. 
ST. BONAVENTURE'S COLLEGE ORCHESTRA. 
REV. BROTHER DUNPHY, DIRECTOR. 
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1 CROSBIE & COMPANY, LIMITED, I 
~ I 1 CHESLEY CROSBIE, Manager. 1 
I I I Codfish. ~~~E::;N:nE:~::E~:~oundland ~~, 
1 Products of the Sea. I Agents for Fire and Marine Insurance. I 
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we Make Roofing 
the Very Best Quality of and Roofing . 
•""~"~~~~~"· ~ccessories 
Manila Rope, 
Coir Rope, 
Hemp Fishing Lines, 
White and Tarred Cotton Fishing Lines, 
Hemp Seine Twine, 
Cotton Seine Twine, 
Herring Nets, 
Cotton Linnett. 
When anything better is invented 
We Shall Make That. 
Colonial Cordage Co., Ltd. 
EVERYTHING FOR THE ROOF. · 
I 
James G. Crawforc;l 
'Phone 643. 
Your Prescription 
W jll Be . Filled $-
with the utmost care and accuracy if . 
you entrust it to us. We make a 
specialty of Prescription Work, 
and have brought our Dispensing De· 
partment to a high state of efficiency; 
over 46 years experience. 
R. G. MacDonald, Ltd., 
254 Water Street, St. John's. 
(Opposite Dicks & Co's.) 
When writing to Advertisers ki11dly mention " The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
r 
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General Agent 
For Newfoundland. 
,..lf\' 
Railway · Passengers Assurance Company 
(OF LONDON, ENGLAND), 
The Oldest Accident Office in the World. 
Personal Accident, Sickness, Auto, Burglary, Plate Glass, Fidelity Bonds, 
and all classes of Casualty Insurance. 
l:====R=E=ID==B=U=I:L==D=IN=G=,=====~======~=======S=T=.=J=O=H=N='=S.==~ 
No Possible 
Contamination 
Can get through this last defence 
of Purity-The final step in 
the safeguarding of 
City Dairy rasJeurized Milk 
· ~ -
Delivered at your door 
before breakfast. 
'PHONE 1700-3300 
Newfoundland Butter Company, Lim-ited, 
.:1- CITY DAIRY. .:1-
Wh~n writing to Advertisers kindly mentioll " The Newfoundland Quarterly. " 
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Custom-Tailored CLOTHING 
Phone 2432. 
For a clever, capable Suit-a suit that is distinctive and stylish-The Royal 
Stores, Custom Tailoring Department is at your service. We have a splendid 
assortment of smart new Suitings in patterns and colorings that will appeal to 
men who like to be well dressed at moclerate cost. 
Tweed Suits 
Handsome all wool Tweed Suitings of extra fine quality, in exclusive patterns 
supplied only to T he Royal Stores. Browns, blues and greys in assorted stripes 
and checks-made-to-measure in any style you prefer. 
Prices per suit $25.00, 27 .50, 30.00, 32.50, 35.00 and 37 .50. 
Navy Serge Suits 
A blue serge Suit adds dignity to the wearer, whether for business or social 
occasions. Our serges are guaranteed all wool and indigo dyed and will hold its 
original color under all conditions. Made-to-measure in any style required. 
Prices per suit $25.00, 27.50, 30.00 and 35.00. 
Flannel Trousers 
A good form of Summer Clothes economy is a pair of grey flannel Trousers. 
Can be worn smartly on almost every occasion with either a blue serge or tweed 
sports coat. Choice of light or mid grey. Price per pair $8.00. 
THE ROYAL STORES, LIMITED, 
Custom Tailoring Department. 
Residence : 44 Pennywell Road. LET'S CO-OPERATE 
JAMES J. SPRATT, Let us look after you, should you 
have an accident with your car. 
Contractor and Builder. , 
-
A ll classes of work in the Building Trade, 
including 
Carpentry and Masonry. 
Tiling a Specialty. 
All Work Guaranteed. Prices Moderate. 
Our rates are low, our service is high. 
Newfoundland's first insurance company. 
THE PHOENIX ASSURANCE CO., LTD. 
OF LONDON. 
\N. & G. RENDELL, 
Agents since 1804. 
RING UP 1387 
"The Newfoundland Quarterly" Office · 
For all kinds of 
J0B PRINTING. 
JOHN J. EVANS, Sr., 
Telephone 1387. P . 0 . Box E 5168 . 38 Prescott Street. 
.. 
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83rd Annual Statement .:1- 1854-1937 
'PHCENIX INSURANCE CO. OF' HARTFORD 
STATEMENT DECEMBER 31 , 1936 
ASSETS LIABILITIES 
Cash on Hand and in Banks .. .. . . ... . . . . . 
Premiums in course of collection . .... . .... . . 
Bonds and Stocks . .. .. .... . .. . ... .. .. . . . . 
Real Estate and Loans on Real Estate . ... .. . 
Interest, Rents and other Assets . . ...... .. . . 
$ 3·957·994·85 
1,552,826.o6 
48,180,2 45 ·00 
x,oso,533·76 
x6t ,594-6 2 
Provision for unpaid claims .. .............. $ x,r27,222.o6 
Reserve of unearned premiums . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 8,255,8o7.72 
Provision for taxes, other liabilities . . . . . . . . . . 1 1340,847 .5o 
TOTAL .. . . ... . .. . . .. ..... ... . ..... .... . $10,723,877.28 
Cash Capital . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6,ooo,ooo.oo 
NET SURPLUS . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . 38,182,317.01 
$54,906,194.29 $54,906,194.29 
Surplus to Policy Holders, $44,182,317.01 Losses paid since organization, $179,584,619.10. 
The "Phcenix" surplus to policy holders is over five times the Reserve of Unearned premiums (the 
amount necessary to reinsure all policies in force) which means that this liability 
is covered over six times-an unusually strong financial position. 
J . B . MITCHELL & SON, Agents, St. John's, Nfld . 
~~·(:~~-· 
-----
,..- . 
. ;1 
ESTABLISHED J 780. 
Baine, Johnston & Co., Ltd. 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Importers, Ship Owners, and General Merchants. 
AG E NTS FOR 
Alliance Assurance Co., Ltd., London (Fire Insurance). 
Newman's Celebrated Newfoundland Port Wine. 
EXPORTERS 
Shore and Labrador Codfish, Herring, Salmon, Lobsters, 
Cod and Seal Oils. 
BRANCH AT 
Battle Harbour, Labrador • 
T-,legraph Communications. 
Sup_plies of COAL and PROVISIONS always on hand. 
EMERSON RADIO 
l938 MODELS 
NOW ON DISPLAY. 
Prices from $45.00 and up ; Battery Radio $85.00. 
) ; 
QUALITY SUPPLIES, L TO., 
332 Duckworth Street, .J1. St. John's. 
Wilen writin& to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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IT PAYS TO REMEMBER 
TEMPLETON'S 
FOR 
WALL PAPERS. 
MILL MACHINERY 
and SUPPLIES. 
Saws, Belting, Mandrels, 
Belt Fasteners, Files, Babbitt, etc. 
Planers, Matchers, Moulders, 
Rotary Saw T abies. 
WM. NOSWORTHY, Ltd. 
ST. JOHN'S. 
FOR BETTER 
SNAPS H OT FINIS HI N G, EN LA R GING, 
P ICT UR E FRAM I NG, 
THE CAMERA SHOP, 
7 4 Prescott Street. 
Wm. Dawe & Sons, Limited. 
Wood Goods made of Good Woods. 
Havin~: taken over the Vail Building, corner Water 
Street and Springdale Street, we are now equipped 
with up-to-date d ryi ni! facili ties and are now in a posi-
tion to supply all lines of Buildin ~ Materials : 
Mouldings of all kinds, Doors, Sashes, B. C. Fir, 
Pin e, Ma ple and Oak Flooring, Factory Fini,hed 
F loorin g, B. C. Fir Locktite Wallboard at greatly 
reduced prices. 
Wallboards, E nglish I nsulation Boards, Bituminous 
Boards, Med ium H ard, H ard and Su per H ard Wall- ~ _, 
boards, Roofings, Paints, Nails, Metal W eather 
S tri pping. 
Cement, Locks, Hinges, Putty, Glass, etc. 
'Phone 2587- 2588. 
NOTICE! 
T he business of James T. Martin, Undertaker, 
is being carried on under the name and style of 
MARTIN'S MORTICIAN ROOMS, 
38 New Gower Street, St. John's. 
TELEPHONE 489. 
United British Insurance Co., Ltd. EST ABLISHEo 1886· 
Garrett Byrne, Ltd., of London, England. 
FIRE INSURANCE. 
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL 
SQUIRES & SAUNDERS, Bookseller and Stationer. 
Barristers, Solicitors and Notaries, Water Street, opposite General Post Office. 
Bank of Nova Scotia Building. Agents. Telephone 538. P. 0. Box 604. 
W hen writing to Advertisers kind ly mention "The N ewfoundland Q uarterly." 
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d"HINI:.J LEATHI:R 
IN ALL WI:ATHI:R 
PR.Olf:C.T YOIJR. SHOES WITH 
THE P~SERNIN6 WAX IN • 
2 ~I ALL-WEATHER ~ POLISH 
Photographs. 
~~ 
You cannot rely on your memory to 
preserve the impressions of yesterday. 
PHOTOGRAPHS alone endure the everchanging 
charatteristics of to-day. 
For Expert Developing and Printing send your 
Films to us. We give clear brilliant 
prints beautifully enamelled. 
Enlargements made from any Photograph, or film negative. 
Wedding groups photographed Day or Night. 
Appointments can be made for any time. 
S. H. PARSONS & SONS, 
PHOTOGRAPHERS, 
PhoDe 521. Comer Water ud Prescott Streets. P. 0. Bos. 5288. 
MOSQUITOES ! 
Kill the Beggers 
~ with ~ 
KNOCK 'EM STIFF. 
IMPERIAL MFG. CO. 
St. John's, Newfoundland. 
Lawrence Brothers, Limited. 
CARRIAGE and SLEIGH BUILDERS, 
Automobiles Painted and Hoods Recovered, 
Embalming and Funeral Directing 
attended to . 
Telephones: f'actory, 705 ; Night and Homes, 1511 W. 
149 Gower Street. St. John's, Nfld. 
S. E. GARLAND, 
Leading Bookseller t 
J 90 Duckworth Street. 
We specialize in 
Newfoundland Literature. 
REMOVAL NOTICE. 
Squires & Saunders, 
6arrlsters, Solicitors and Notaries. 
The offices of the above firm are now located in 
MUIR BUILDING, 
Water Street. 
When writin: to Advertisers khtdly mentioa "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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PROUDLY MADE 
PROUDLY OWNED 
$ 
STROMBERG 
CARLSON 
RADIOS. 
el!l-
DICKS & CO., L TO., 
Radio Department. 
Blue Label 
Pilsener Beer 
On Sale at all Licensed Hotels. 
TRY A BOTTLE . 
You' ll Appreciate its Distinctive Quality and Flavor. 
Newfoundland Brewery, Ltd. 
(Not inserted by the Board of Liquor Con troL) 
For Your Pic-nics and Outings 
DON'T FORGET 
Browning-Harvey's 
B. •t ·~ - IS CUI S--~<-
~,--,--~~~ 
PLAIN ~ FANCY 
OR 
SODAS. 
BROWNING- HARVEY.'S 
Are Always The Best. 
" The taste will tell.'t 
ELECTRICITY 
is cheap! 
USE IT MORE - - USE MORE OF IT 
to save you money, time and health ! . 
At to-day's low rates, E lectricity is by far your 
cheapest and best servant ! 
Let it Refrigerate your Food, Wash and Iron your 
clothes, Cook your food, Clean your home and per-
form countless other household duties . 
at a cost of only a few pennies a day! 
ELECTRICITY 
is cheap! 
Let no one tell you it is not. 
Newfoundland Light and rower 
Company, Limited, 
Phone 239. St. John's. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention " T he Newfoundland Quarterly. '' 
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===================================~ 
With a New 1937 
PHILCO 
Come in and let us explain the newer and 
up-to-date features of the new PHILCO. 
Let us prove, with a demonstration, Philco's 
exceptional tone, clarity, volume and all-round 
performance. Ask about our liberal terms. 
No obligation. 
Priced From Th~ ROYAL STORES, Ltd., 
$48.00 up.. DISTRIBUTORS. 
~=================~==================~ 
~, Honest Value 
-full weight-careful delivery-thac'e 
the way we keep our old customen 
and make new OAOI COAIC&AdJI 
~Phone cod•J• 
A. HARVEY & CO., Ltd. 
Carnell's Funeral Home 
Embalmers and Funeral Direcfors. 
Most up-to-date Motor Hearse and Private Ambulance. 
Closed Hearse Open Hearse 
Always available . 
The most comprehensive stock of Caskets and Mountings alway on hand. 
A. G. CARNELL, Prop., GEOFFREY CARNELJ., Manager. 
Pboues 595 Day ; 1237 Night aud Holiday. 
" Quality Without Extravagance." 
· ~ THISTLE'S ~ 
Shoe Repair Service 
24-Hour Service. 
Work called for and delivered. 
Phone. 3 q6. Opp. Bowring's Grocery. 
Parker & Monroe, Ltd. 
The Pioneer 
SHOE HOUSE, 
Leading Manufacturers 
and Jobbers of Men's, 
Women's and Childreu's 
FOOTWEAR. 
Also, Sole Agents for 
" Excel " Long Rubbers. 
Write for Prices. 
ESTABLISHED l880, PARKER & MONROE, Ltd., 
Still Going Strong. 
Fire --Insurance. 
The Shoe Men. 
Effect it with old, reliable and 
prompt-paying company. 
· · Cb~ yo_rksbir~ 
lnsuranc~ Compan~. £td • . 
Losses by Gas, Lightning and Forest Fires not excepted. Ask fer rate 
before insuring elsewhere. All information _gladly given. 
McGRATH & FURLONG, Barrister., Solicitors & Notary Public, Agent. 
Office: 263 Duckworth Street. Phone 61. 
Charles F. Gamberg, 
PAINTER and DECORATOR. 
'??I~-
Residence and Workshop : 21 Barnes Road, 
' Phone: J 853 R. St. John's, Nfld. 
W.lten writin~ to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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For Sunday Morning! 
and Every Morning 
PURITY HARD BREAD 
(The old style cake with the new flavour) 
The Best in the World lor a Brewis Breakfast 
With Good Watered -Codfish, or A Juicy Beef Steak. 
MANUFACTURED and GUARANTEED by the O riginal Manufacturers of 
English Made Biscuits in Newfoundland. 
THE PURITY FACTORIES, L TO. I 
i 
Newfoundland's foremost manufactur-ers o:f BISCUITS and CANDIES. 
ESTABLISHED 1836 
When you require Insurance of any kind 
\Write, Phone or \Alire 
THE LIVERPOOL & LONDON & GLOBE 
INSURANCE COMPANYt LIMITED. 
BOWRING BROTHERS, LTD., 
Agents for Newfoundland. 
- McfiUIIlf'S " fXCfL BllfAD " 
undoubtedly the best loaf on the market. 
-ALSO-
Try one of their Apple or Apricot Pies 
they are simply delicious. 
McGUIRE'S BAKERY, Limited 
BOND STREET, 
P . 0 . BOX E 5303. Phone 794 . 
BETTER COAL, 
BETTER SERVICE. 
A. E. Hickman Co.,Ltd. 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention "The Newfoundland Quarterly/ ' 
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FURNESS RED CROSS LINE 
·Weekly Fast Passenger and Freight Service between 
NEW YORK, HALIFAX, N. S., ST. JOHN'S, NFLD. 
Steamers Leave New York and St. John's Saturday; Halifax, Monday midnight 
Through Rates Quoted to rorts 
in West Ind ies, South America 
and Far East. 
The maintenance of a regular 
Schedule provides Importers and 
Exporters with the most expediti-
ous means of transporting their 
goods. 
The Courteous Service which the 
Passenger receives throughout the 
voyage is a guarantee of a pleasant 
trip. 
S . S. FORT AM H ERST and S. S. FORT TOWNSHEND . 
Harvey & Co., Ltd., Furness Red Cross Line, Furness, Withy & Co., Ltd., 
St. John' s, N.F., Agents. Furness House, Whitehall St., New York City. Halifax, N.S., Agents. 
Marine Agencies 
Limited. ===================== 
Steamship Owners, Agents and Operators 
Operating Regular Sailings to 
Mediterranean, 
Oporto, Brazil 
and West Indies. 
Water Street, fast, St. John's, Nfld. 
M. F. MURPHY CO., 
HAIR DRESSING PARLORS, 
Established 1898-Water Street, near Steer's Cove-opp. Queen Theatre. 
At your Service every business day from 9 a.m. to 
8 p.m.; Saturdays, to 1 1.45 p.m. 
The same courteous and efficient attention to one all. 
Prices in accordance witb tbe times. 
The White Clothing Co., Ltd. 
Wholesale Manufacturers of 
''Victory'' Brand Clothing, 
FOR MEN AND BOYS. 
Also, Ladies' Coats : Leather, Serge, etc., 
American Style. 
Overalls, Work Shirts, Pants, Breeks, Raglans. 
Latest designs in Suits, Overcoats, etc. 
L arge stocks ready for the trade. 
Merchants, place your order now. 
The Newfoundland Quarterly. 
-AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE-
[ssued every third month about the 15th of March, June, S eptember and 
December from the office 
38 Prescott Street, St. John's, Newfoundland. 
JOHN J. EVANS, SR., ·:· -:- -:- PRINTER AND P.ItOPlliETOll 
To whom all Communications should be addressed. 
Subscription Rates 1 
Single Copies, each .. .. _. _ ........... - . .. .... - ..•.. .....•.• 20 cents. 
One Year, in advance, Newfoundland. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . So " 
Forei~ Subscriptions (including Canada) ..................•. 90 " 
When writing to Advertisers kindly mention "Tae Newfoundland Quarterly." 
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Native Flour 
Ask Your firocer for lt. 
-T. & M. WINTER, 
DISTRIBUTORS. 
r GENUINE 
COAL TAR 
We are now prepared to 
supply the Trade with this 
High Quality Product. 
GENUINE COAL TAR 
CITY OF ST. JOHN'S 
'! 
St. John's Municipal Council.· _ 
Public Notice. 
· All persons intending to buy or lease 
land for Building purposes are hereby 
notified before finalizing the · purchase 
or lease to apply at the Office of the 
City Engineer, City Hall, for information 
as to whether or not permission will be 
given to erect houses or other buildings 
on the said land. 
J. J. MAHONY, 
City Clerk . 
City Hall, J L~ne, 1937. 
Are Durable · 
Finished, 
Made of the 
I 
Best ·Material, 
is supplied _in 40 Gallon Leak-proof Drums, and Manufactured in Newfoundlana by 
20 Gallon Barrels, and Half- Barrels. 
Phone 2782. J. J. HENLEY, 
St. John's Gas Light Co. Factory and Office: 
Office: 242 Water Street. Henry' Street St. John's, Nfld. 
ASK YOUR RET AlLER FOR 
Superi~r -Brand Ready to Wear Clothirig . 
.:t- MANUFACTURED BY .:1-
Newfoundland Clothing Company, Ltd. 
THE NEWFOUNDLAND QUARTERL~ 
T H E lHE BRITISH EM _P1RE 
During the Coronation season thousands will visit this 
historic Library. Millions will enjoy the rare excellence 
of Gold Flake Cigarettes. Htre in Newfoundland the 
same Cigarette can be enjoyed at the same price as in England. 
W.D. & H.O. WILLS ' 
GOLD FLAKE Qr-et&_ 
A SHILLING IN LONDON 
• •• A QUARTER HERE 
Completed in 1749,thishistoric 
Library in Oxford is known 
colloquially as the ''Camera"J 
which means in Latin "vaulte 
chamber". ~------"'-:-POCKET TIN OF FIFTY • 65 CENTS Save The Coupons. 
/ 
Toledo Sca,ies 
NO SPRINGS .:1- HONEST WEIGHT 
The Plaskon Duplex 
Is the latest addition to the T oledo famil y of 
Counter, Bench, Portable, Hanging, 
Industrial, and Motor Truck Scales. 
Call and see this Wonder Scale 
Or write for particulars . 
GANONG'S 
. Cill 
Chocolates 
F or Over Sixty Years the Finest in the Larid. 
Good Taste to Give, Delightful to t~eceive. 
VAN BERKEL 
MEAT SLICERS 
THE WORLD'S BEST. 
ENTERPRISE 
MANUF ACTURI~.JG 
The Largest Meat Chopper and Coffee Mill 
Factory in the World. 
F~ED. V. CHESMAN, Representative. 
178 Water Street:, St:. John's. 
